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ABSTRACT
Each component in a Polymer Electrolyte Fuel Cell (PEFC) plays a vital part in the
cells’ performance and durability. The Gas Diffusion Layer (GDL) has the important
role of transporting the reactants into, and products out of the cell. This study aims to
provide insights for understanding the relationship between GDL properties and the
performance of PEFCs.
Ex-situ characterisation techniques were employed to study the mechanical, physical
and electrical properties of the GDL. The relationship between the various properties
of GDL was investigated and discussed in this work. The study shows that
characteristics such as GDL thickness, bulk density, PTFE and MPL content,
porosity, hydrophobicity, permeability and electrical conductivity are closely
connected. An enhanced understanding of these properties is essential for the
development and optimization of GDLs and hence PEFC performance.
The effect of compression on the cathode GDL performance in PEFC membrane
electrode assembly (MEA) is discussed using Polarisation (IV) curve and
electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS). Compression affects the electrical
and mass transport properties of the GDL and therefore needs to be optimised. The
performance of the MEA with controlled cathode GDL compression was optimised to
achieve the maximum power of the MEA. The results show that there is an optimum
compression point, at which; a minimum contact resistance and optimum water
transport are achieved. The optimum compression level is dependent on the GDL
properties. The optimum compression ratio varies for the different GDLs as a result of
the difference in properties.
iii

At optimum compression, the performances of the different GDL materials were
compared to understand the effect of the GDL properties on the performance. It is
clear that GDL properties primarily affect the mass transport ability and the ohmic
polarisation of the MEA. GDL characteristics such as structure, thickness, bulk
density, PTFE loading, and MPL presence have a direct effect on the MEA
performance and need to be optimized for the different PEFC applications.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

1

CHAPTER 1:

INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND
The world today is going through a transition phase. It is going through the process of
replacing the conventional energy system, that is based and dependent on fossil
fuels, with a new, clean and sustainable one. The movement towards this new
system, although challenging, is inevitably advancing.
Since the industrial revolution and the ability to utilize fossil fuel in a whole variety of
applications, fossil fuels became the main source of energy in use. The state of fossil
fuels however is proven to be neither stable nor sustainable. This has become a
threatening danger for the world civilization and a major limitation to its economic
development. Moreover, the change to a new energy system has become an urgent
global concern, since the realisation of the dramatic impact of the continuation of
using fossil fuel on the environment. Fossil fuel emissions are considered as the
main contributors to climate change and other environmental problems.
The debate about global warming started in the late 19th century, however, not until
the 1970s, climate change and global warming have became a global concern [1].
International and national conferences have been held while governments and
institutions started to explore strategies and methods to tackle this problem [1]. In
1997, the Kyoto protocol was adopted by many countries, which set the goal of
reducing their Green House Gases (GHG) emissions by 5% by 2012 against 1990
levels, and this was extended in 2012 to an 18% reduction by 2020. These ambitious
goals, if to be met by the participating countries, require major investment in the
2

renewable energy sector and a significant shift in energy supply. However, studies
and statistics are pessimistic about achieving the goals on time or stopping the
damage that has already happened to the environment.
According to the US Energy Information Administration (EIA), the world’s energy
demand will increase by 44% by 2030. “Total world energy use rises from 1.38 x10 14
kWh in 2006 to 1.68 x1014 kWh in 2015 and then to 2.14 x1014 kWh in 2030” . This
increase in demand will be accompanied by an increase in energy production from
different resources; EIA [2] suggests that the dependence on fossil fuel will remain,
which makes the energy and environment problem more serious.
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Figure 1.1: EIA scenario of world energy demand increase by resources [2]
Following the scenario presented in Figure 1.1, the production/consumption rate of
fossil fuel will increase dramatically to meet the rising energy demand. This increase
3

in fossil fuel consumption raises the questions; when will we reach the level at which
fossil fuel extraction is unfeasible? When will peak production occur? What are the
consequences of this high consumption? Many commentators argue that peak oil
production has already occurred or will happen in the next few years [2].
The continuous demand for fossil fuel will lead to higher levels of pollution. Burning
fossil fuel produces around 21.3 billion tons of carbon dioxide every year, which
leads to an increase in the atmosphere of 10.65 billion tons annually after the natural
processes that absorb this gas [2]. In addition, burning fossil fuel produces nitric and
sulphuric acids which fall to earth as acid rain. These numbers show that the problem
is very challenging and real action is required.
In the last few decades, alternative renewable and clean energy sources have been
explored, and systems to utilize solar, wind, hydrothermal, and electrochemical
energy have started to emerge and develop. Today, renewable energy sources are
emerging as a contributor to the world’s total energy feedstock with 2% share in 2011
that is expected to rise up to 6% by 2030 [2]. Despite its limited and minor
contribution, this signals the start of the process of establishing new energy systems.
Two of the technologies emerging within the new energy system are hydrogen and
fuel cell technologies. Hydrogen is used as an energy carrier, through which energy
can be stored and transported. A fuel cell is the device that converts the chemical
energy stored in hydrogen into electrical energy. In this way, the new energy system
aims to replace fossil fuel by hydrogen and the internal combustion engine and gas
turbine by fuel cell systems.
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1.2 FUEL CELLS
A fuel cell is an electrochemical device that converts chemical energy directly into
electrical energy through an oxidation - reduction reaction for a fuel and an oxidant
respectively. In general, a fuel cell consists of two electrodes separated by an
electrolyte. The fuel and the oxidant are fed to the anode and cathode respectively.
At the anode, the fuel is oxidized and at the cathode the oxidant is reduced. The ionic
charges produced by the electrode reactions are transported through the electrolyte,
while the electrons freed by the reaction flow from the anode to the cathode through
an external electrical circuit.
The first fuel cell was demonstrated in 1839 by Sir William Grove. In his experiment,
he found that hydrogen and oxygen are consumed at the platinum electrodes
producing water and an electrical current [3]. Many types of fuel cells have been
developed since Grove’s invention. Fuel cells are categorized according to the type
of electrolyte used; polymer, alkaline, phosphoric acid, molten carbonate and solid
oxide. The electrolyte type determines the cell operating conditions and the materials
used in the other components. Table 1.1 summarises the main fuel cell types along
with the design details, operating conditions and potential applications.
Fuel cells running on hydrogen have the advantages of potentially having zero
emissions, quiet operation, high efficiency throughout the operating range, and
modular design. These advantages put fuel cell technology ahead of the combustion
engine, however, there are still many challenges preventing it from being
commercially used including durability, fuel availability, cost, and public acceptance.
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Table 1.1 Fuel Cell Types [4]
Low Temperature
Polymer
Fuel Cell Type

Electrolyte

Alkaline Fuel

Fuel Cell

Cell (AFC)

Phosphoric
Acid Fuel
Cell (PAFC)

(PEFC)

Electrolyte

Polymer

Catalyst

Platinum

Electrodes

Carbon

Operating
Temperature

40-200 °C
+

High Temperature

Hydroxide in

liquid

liquid molten

asbestos

phosphoric

carbonate in

matrix

acid in SIC

LiAlO2

Platinum

Platinum

Transition

Carbon

metals

65-220 °C

H2

Efficiency

35-60 %

50-70%

OH

205 °C

-

H2 / Methanol

H

+

Fuel Cell
(SOFC)

Ceramics

Electrode

Electrode

material

material

Stainless steel

Perovskite/

or Nickel

metal cermets

650 °C

600-1000 °C

2-

2-

O

H2

CH4 / CO/ H2**

CH4 / CO/ H2

35-50%

40-55%

45-60%

Medium to

All sizes of

large scale

CHP systems,

CHP systems,

2kW to multi-

up to MW

MW

Used in space

CHP systems

vehicles

(200kW)

CHP* systems

capacity

* CHP: Combined Heat and Power/ ** With the addition of CO 2
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Solid Oxide

CO3

Vehicles and

and low power

(MCFC)
Immobilized

Fuel

applications,

Fuel Cell

Immobilized

H

Applications

Carbonate

Potassium

Mobile Ion

mobile

Molten

1.3 POLYMER ELECTROLYTE FUEL CELL
PEFC technology was developed in the early 1960s. General Electric announced an
initial success in the mid-1960s when the company developed a small fuel cell for a
programme with the U.S. Navy’s Bureau of Ships and the U.S. Army Signal Corps.
The tested unit was portable and compact, but the catalyst was expensive. Later,
PEFC were used as part of NASA’s Gemini project [5].
In addition to the general advantages of fuel cells, PEFCs have the advantage of low
start up and load response time due to their low operating temperature. This is
required for some applications; mainly transport. The solid polymer electrolyte also
gives PEFC the advantage of being compactable and physically stable with
movement. However, the high cost and durability issues mark the main limitations
that are currently preventing the technology from reaching commercialisation.
A PEFC has four main components; the polymer electrolyte (membrane), electrocatalyst layers, gas diffusion layers, and flow field plates. Figure 1.2 shows the
construction of a PEFC and describes the role of each component in the operation of
the cell. The polymer electrolyte is at the centre of the cell and is assembled in
between two porous gas diffusion electrodes (GDEs). A GDE consists of a Gas
Diffusion Layer (GDL) with a Catalyst Layer (CL) at one side of it. The assembly of
the electrolyte and the 2 electrodes is called a membrane electrode assembly (MEA).
The MEA is then placed in between two flow field plates (FFPs) making a single cell.
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Figure 1.2: PEFC components, materials and operation
Hydrogen and Oxygen (air) are fed to the anode and the cathode respectively
through the channels in the FFP. The reactants diffuse through the GDLs to reach
the active catalyst sites. On the anode side, the hydrogen is oxidized in the presence
of the catalyst producing electrons and protons (eq. 1.1). Protons flow through the
membrane to the cathode side and electrons are conducted by the GDL to the FFP
out of the cell to flow through the external electrical circuit (producing an electrical
current) to the cathode. On the cathode catalyst active sites, the oxygen reduction
reaction takes place (Eq 1.2), where oxygen, protons and electrons combine together
producing water and heat. The chemical reaction equations for each side of the fuel
cell and the overall (Eq 1.3) reaction are as follows:
Anode:

(Eq 1.1)
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Cathode:

(Eq 1.2)

Over all reaction:

(Eq 1.3)

The overall reaction of a fuel cell is exothermal. The theoretical reversible energy
produced from the reaction is equal to the difference in Gibbs free energy (ΔG) of the
overall reaction. Due to the presence of irreversible losses the performance of the
cell deviates from the theoretically obtained values (
the enthalpy of the reaction, T is the temperature, and

). Where,

is

is the entropy of the

reaction.
The Gibbs free energy for the reaction at 80 ºC is -228.2 kJ.mol-1 (assuming water
produced in the liquid state) and the reversible open circuit voltage (OCV), E o of the
cell is 1.18 V. Eo can be calculated for the cell using equation 1.4.

(F is Faraday constant = 96485 sec.A.mol-1)

(Eq 1.4)

However, the potential achieved by the cells experimentally should be lower than the
calculated theoretical value. This is due to the presence of irreversible losses that is
related to inefficiencies in the functioning of the different components in the cell. The
performance of a fuel cell is usually presented in an I-V or polarisation curve (a plot
of voltage against current density) as shown in Figure 1.3.
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Figure 1.3:

Fuel cell polarisation curve

The irreversible losses include activation, ohmic and mass transport overpotentials.
The deviation between the measured cell OCV and Eo is a result of several
processes; Fuel crossover from the anode to the cathode, internal electrical current
through the electrolyte and fuel contaminants. The activation overpotential (

) in

the cell is related to the activation energy required for the chemical reaction to occur
at the surface of the electrode. The ohmic overpotential (

) results from the flow

of electrons through the cell components and the ions through the electrolyte. Finally,
the mass transport overpotential (

) occurs a result of the inability to transport
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sufficient reactants to the electrodes for the reaction. Therefore, a polarisation curve
can be modelled mathematically using equation 1.5.
(Eq 1.5)
The performance of a fuel cell is influenced by the design, the properties of the
materials used in the cell, and its operating conditions. The fuel cell operating
conditions are determined by the application it is used in. Fuel cells have a low
operating voltage with high current densities, but different systems have different
voltage and current requirements. In order to meet the voltage required for different
applications, single fuel cells are connected in series forming a stack, and the voltage
of the stack is the summation of the voltages of the cells. The fuel cell maximum
current is controlled by the area of the cells, where increasing the area increases the
current. A fuel cell stack is connected to an electrical conditioning circuit. The
conditioning circuit regulates the power produced and converts it to the form needed
for the device which is to be powered (AC or DC current).
Research on PEFC has been focusing mainly on the development of two
components of the cell, namely, the catalyst layer and the membrane. Researches
on the catalyst layer are focused on lowering the Pt loading in the cell, finding novel
catalyst materials that can replace Platinum, and enhancing the durability and
stability of the layer within the cell. Researches on the membrane are focused on
increasing the ionic conductivity of the membrane, increasing its mechanical
strength, and enhancing its durability. The development of the other components of
the cell have received less attention and very little has been done for their
development until recent years. Currently, more research is conducted for the
11

development of the FFP materials and much less on the GDL. The focus of this
thesis is the development of a better understanding of the GDL and its role and
influence on PEFC performance.

1.4 THESIS OBJECTIVE AND OUTLINE
The performance of the PEFC is dependent on the collective efficiency of its
components in performing their functions. The energy loss in each component will
appear in the form of activation, ohmic or mass transport overpotential. The GDL has
a vital role in the operation of the cell and its development can result in a significant
increase in PEFC performance. However, relatively little research has been done on
GDL development in comparison with other cell components. Today, a wide range of
GDL materials are commercially available in the market, however, very little is known
about their properties and the effect of each property on the performance of the cell.
This gap in knowledge limits the development of GDL materials and therefore misses
the potential in the further enhancement of PEFC performance.
The aim of this thesis research was to perform an experimental study to develop a
better understanding of the role of GDL materials on PEFC performance, with the
focus on the GDL properties and their behaviour and effect under compression.
The following objectives were identified for the study:


To develop a database of the ex-situ characteristics of a wide range of
commercially available GDL materials.



To develop a better understanding of the relationship between the different
properties.
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To perform a comparative study in-situ and ex-situ between the different
types of GDL materials.



To identify the GDL properties with the most significant effect on PEFC
performance.



To study the effect of compression on GDL properties and its influence on
PEFC performance.

Through these objectives, this study offers insights on the role of the GDL in PEFC
performance. This assists in the enhancement of PEFC performance which in turn
contributes towards the achievement of the overarching goal of fuel cell
commercialisation.
Chapter 2 reviews the studies and research conducted on GDLs. Chapter 3 looks at
the research methodology adopted in this study. Chapter 4 discusses the results of
ex-situ characterisation of GDL materials. Chapter 5 presents the experimental
results on the effect of compression on GDL properties and fuel cell optimization.
Chapter 6 compares and analyses the difference in the performance of GDL
materials under optimized compression. Finally, chapter 7 summarises the findings
and conclusions from the study and provides recommendations for further work
required in the field.
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW
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CHAPTER 2:

LITERATURE REVIEW

The Gas Diffusion Layer (GDL) is an important component of the Membrane
Electrode Assembly (MEA) in a Polymer Electrolyte Fuel Cell (PEFC). A GDL is an
electrically and thermally conductive porous layer that stands between the catalyst
layers (CL) and the flow field plate (FFP) in the cell. The porous nature of the GDL is
essential for the transport of reactants and products between the FFP and the CL;
Hydrogen and oxygen diffuse through the GDL to the CL at the anode and cathode,
respectively, for the electrochemical reactions to take place. The GDL also facilitates
water management in the catalyst layer and the polymer electrolyte by allowing
water vapour to diffuse with the reactants into the MEA and ensure sufficient
humidification for the membrane. At the same time, the GDL facilitates the flow of
water out of the MEA to prevent water flooding at the catalyst layer [6]. GDLs are
electrically connected to the catalyst ink and offer a supporting structure for the
catalyst layer. It conducts electrons between the CL and the FFP. Moreover, heat
produced in the exothermic reaction in the cell is conducted through the GDL to the
FFP to be removed out of the cell (Figure 2.1).
An ideal GDL, therefore, should have: high porosity and permeability to allow the
effective transport of reactants to the active sites, optimized porous structure with
adequate hydrophobic/hydrophilic properties to hold the required level of humidity in
the cell and transport any excess out, high electrical and thermal conductivity, and a
stable mechanical structure.
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Figure 2.1: GDL function in PEFC
Studies on GDL materials include: (i) methods of ex-situ characterisation [7–13], (ii)
the effect of the fabrication process on GDL properties [14–17], (iii) comparison of
GDL performance in PEFCs under various operating conditions [18–20], and (iv)
degradation using both in-situ and ex-situ testing methods [21–26]. In this chapter,
the mentioned previous work on GDL materials is reviewed.

2.1 GAS DIFFUSION LAYER MATERIALS
Carbon based materials are commonly used in GDLs. Carbon is used due to its (i)
relative stability in the fuel cell environment, (ii) good electrical conductivity, (iii), high
permeability for gases and liquids and (iv) elastic property under compression [27] .
Carbon based GDLs are made of a structured carbon fibres layer [28]. Two
structures are found; woven (carbon cloth) and non-woven (carbon paper). The fibre
structure is then conditioned and modified to enhance its properties as a GDL.
Carbon based GDLs will be the focus of this thesis.
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Metal based GDLs were originally investigated for their mechanical strength to allow
thinner diffusion layer and to produce a controlled and uniform porous structure [29].
Metal GDLs are made in the form of a metal mesh, metal foam or micro-machined
metal substrate [30,31]. Metal GDLs are mainly used in Direct Methanol Fuel cells
(DMFCs) due to their relatively large straight pores that enhance the transport
properties of the liquid fuel and the water produced.
Titanium [30,32–34], copper [29,35,36], and stainless steel [37,38] are among the
materials studied in the literature. The main drawback for metal based GDLs is
corrosion [39,40]. Studies on metallic FFPs show that metals corrode in both the
anode and the cathode environment. Moreover, corrosion products are found to
enhance the polymer membrane degradation [41,42]. So far, a limited amount of
work has been done on metal based GDLs in PEFC running on hydrogen. Further
research is required to investigate the compatibility of metallic GDL with the current
PEFC design and materials, and to investigate new materials and coatings to
prevent corrosion.

2.2 FABRICATION OF CARBON BASED GAS DIFFUSION LAYERS
Carbon based GDLs, both woven and non-woven structures, are produced as either
a single or dual layer GDL. In the discussion throughout the thesis, the untreated
carbon fibre structure is referred to as a carbon substrate. The term GDL includes
both single and dual layer GDLs. Carbon substrates are treated and coated to
produce a single-layer or a dual-layer GDL.
Single layer GDLs are fabricated via a one-stage process whereby the carbon
substrate is often coated with a hydrophobic material. Dual layer GDLs are produced
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via a two-stage process, here a microporous layer (MPL) is added onto the GDL
produced in the one-stage process. The MPL is coated on either one side or both
sides of the GDL by depositing a blend of carbon powder with a hydrophobic
material [43]. Figure 2.2 shows a diagram of the GDL fabrication steps.
Non-woven carbon substrates are fabricated in four stages: (i) a pre-pregging step
(continuous strands are aligned with spools and a surface treatment is followed by a
resin bath and the formation of a layered structure), (ii) a moulding step, (iii) a
carbonisation step, and (iv) a graphitisation step. Woven carbon substrates are also
fabricated in four stages: (i) a carbonaceous fibre production step (made from mesophase pitch spun by melt spinning, centrifugal spinning, blow spinning, etc.), (ii) a
fibre oxidation step, (iii) a cloth formation step by weaving or knitting, and (iv) a
graphitisation step [6].
The literature on GDL fabrication focuses on the treatment of the carbon substrate
and coating of the MPL on available carbon substrates. To the knowledge of the
author, almost no work has been reported on the fabrication of the carbon substrate
due to the complexity of the process. Some studies are focused on the application of
the hydrophobic agent and its loading, and the vast majority look on the materials
and application of the MPL.
Studies on the fabrication of the MPL looked at the use of various types of carbon
black and different PTFE loading in the blend [16,17,44] and the application process
[45,46]. Some studies looked at creating an MPL layer with gradients in porosity and
hydrophobic agent [44]. Carbon Nano-tubes (CNTs) and carbon nano-fibres were
used in partially or completely replacing carbon black in the MPL blend to modify the
surface morphology and the pore properties in the MPL [47–49].
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Figure 2.2: Conventional GDL fabrication process [43].
The materials formulation and the fabrication method of the GDL affect the GDL
properties, such as thickness, bulk density, porosity, permeability, hydrophobicity,
and electrical and thermal conductivity. The variation in GDL properties influences its
performance in the MEA.

2.3 GDL CHARACTERISTICS AND PEFC PERFORMANCE
Studies of GDL properties were conducted to understand the effect of the different
parameters on the cell performance, so then to modify and optimize the GDL design.
Several studies looked at characterisation methods of GDL properties; others
examined the effect of these properties on the cell performance. It is generally
agreed that understanding the direct effect of each GDL property on the performance
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is a complex task. This is due to the interdependence of the different properties. Also
due to the complex fabrication of the carbon substrate and the need for specialized
equipment and a high level of optimization, academic research has been focused on
either the characterisation of commercially available substrates, or the modification
of the substrates and the development of the MPL.
Extensive reviews have been published on GDL materials and characterisation by
Cindrella et al [50], by Park et al [27] and Arvay et al [51], and water management by
Yousfi-Steiner et al [52] and Bazylak et al [53].

2.3.1 GDL STRUCTURE AND SURFACE MORPHOLOGY
The structure of the carbon substrates’ effect on the GDL has been the focus of
many studies. It is believed that the substrates’ structure has a significant effect on
the GDL performance [54–57]. The structure of the GDL has been mainly looked at
using SEM images. Some studies used Focused Ion Beam (FIB) and X-ray
tomography to create 3D images of the structure of the GDL to allow accurate
structure modelling [58–60]. Images show that the GDL structure is very
heterogeneous. This makes the study of the effect of the structure on the GDL
performance; experimentally and mathematically, very challenging.
The structure of the substrate has a direct effect on the mechanical properties of the
GDL. Woven GDLs are found to be more compressible and mechanically flexible.
However, the 3D structure of the felt structure enhances the mechanical flexibility of
the non-woven GDL structure and provides higher compressibility in comparison with
the straight fibre structure. Moreover, It is understood that the fibre structure
determines the porosity, permeability, and electrical properties of the GDL [25].
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The structure also determines the surface roughness of the substrate. Fishman et al
[61] studied the effect of the GDL topography on water droplet pinning on the surface
of untreated GDL substrates. It was found that surfaces with lower roughness have
higher pinning and lower water evaporation. This means that GDLs with lower
roughness may require more time to remove the water droplets from the surface to
the flow channels. Wang et al. studied the difference between carbon paper and
carbon cloth; it was found that carbon cloth performs better in high relative humidity
conditions as the fibre structure has smaller tortuosity and a rougher back surface
assisting water droplets to detach from the surface. Carbon paper, on the other
hand, has higher tortuosity and smoother surface leading to stagnation of water
droplets produced at the cathode side, hence operate better in low relative humidity
(RH) conditions [62]. Generally, MEA manufacturers prefer the use of non-woven
GDLs due to the lower cost and simplicity of applying MPLs and/or catalyst layers
directly on it [14]. Hence, a significantly wider range of non-woven GDL materials is
produced by suppliers and commercially available in the market. When comparing
the performance of carbon paper and carbon cloth, contradictory results are found in
the literature, with the majority agreeing that carbon cloth GDL achieve better
performance [63,64].
In review of the literature on GDL structures and their effect on other GDL properties
and performance, the author thinks that other aspects related to the structure of the
substrate need to be considered in such studies, such as the diameter and length of
the fibres, and the graphitization level of the substrate. The author believes that
these have a significant effect on the other physical, mechanical and electrical
properties of the GDL and therefore affect the performance which can explain the
conflicting results reported in the literature on the best performing structure.
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An MPL is usually applied to one side of the substrate. The application of an MPL
creates a smoother surface in contact with the CL. There is no doubt that the
presence of an MPL enhances the performance of the GDL [65–67]. The increase in
the performance is explained by the enhancement of the transport of reactants and
water management in the cell and the decrease in the cell resistance [68]. Moreover,
the presence of the MPL increases the durability of the MEA [18].
Studies on MPL layer are mainly focused on the enhancement of water management
in the MEA. A GDL in an MEA operates as a water relief “valve”; the “valve” stays
shut keeping water within the MEA until a certain pressure is reached. Gostick et al
[69] explains that the GDL saturation at water breakthrough (breakthrough pressure)
is reduced significantly in the presence of the MPL. The fine pores and high
hydrophobicity of the MPL limits the spread of water on the surface of the GDL,
prevents water flooding in the catalyst layer, and allows reactants to reach the
catalyst sites. The effect of MPL on water management was studied mathematically
in [57,70]. Moreover, back diffusion and the humidification of the polymer electrolyte
are enhanced in the presence of an MPL resulting in increasing the electrolyte
conductivity and the MEA performance [71].
The morphology of the MPL is determined by the size and the loading of the carbon
powder particles; for instance, finer carbon powder results in a smoother surface with
smaller pores [72]. The loading of the hydrophobic agent affects the properties of the
pores. Moreover, the deposition method used in the MPL fabrication affects its
structure [45,46,73–76]. The MPL properties need to be optimized based on the
operating conditions (especially the humidity conditions) and the application it is
used for [68,72,77].
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Cracks are usually formed in the surface of the MPL while drying the slurry in the
sintering process. It is believed that cracks assist the transport of water through the
GDL, however accelerate its degradation [21,78]. Chun et al [75] developed a crack
free MPL with higher mechanical durability. The developed MPL shows lower
degradation in the MEA performance in comparison to conventional MPLs. It is
suggested that a crack-free GDL prevents defects formation on the surface of the
MPL. Defects are observed around cracks and believed to accumulate water
preventing reactants from reaching the catalyst layer.
In fabricating MPL, Carbon Nano-Tubes (CNTs) has been introduced to the
formulation by few research groups to enhance the cell performance. Stampino et al
[74] replaced 10% of carbon black in the formulation of the MPL by CNTs. The MPL
produced has higher thickness and shows more pronounced cracks, however shows
an increase in the performance. Several methods were used for fabricating MPLs
from CNTs and carbon nano-fibres. The results show an improvement in the
mechanical properties, thinner and more homogeneous crack-free MPL. The CNT
MPL surface has a high water contact angle without the use of a hydrophobic agent,
and In-situ testing shows a decrease in the MEA electrical resistance and an
increase in the water transport ability [28,47–49,79].

2.3.2 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
GDLs in the MEA are subjected to compression force in the cell assembly; thus,
GDLs need to be mechanically stable to withstand the mechanical stress. Clamping
pressure in the cell is necessary to seal the cell from gas leak and improve
conformity to give good electrical connection. Hence, studies on mechanical
properties of the GDL are mainly focussed on the effect of PEFC clamping pressure
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on the MEA performance [80–83]. The mechanical property of a GDL is usually
evaluated against (i) Compressive elastic and plastic deformation, (ii) Compressed
electrical properties, and (iii) air permeability under compression.
The optimization of the mechanical properties of the GDL is also dependent on the
flow field design used in the cell. Compressible GDL substrates intrude into the flow
field with clamping pressure and potentially reduce or block the gas flow area in the
flow field. On the other hand, premature fracture occurs with uncompressible GDL
substrate [84]. Studies show that carbon cloth extrudes into the flow field channels
when assembled in a stack. Carbon cloth has 43% - 125% higher intrusion than
carbon paper [25]. Kandlikar et al. reported that due to the heterogeneous structure
of non-woven GDL substrates, the substrate intrusion into the channels is nonuniform [85]. The intrusion of GDL substrate into the flow field channels (tenting) (i)
affects reactants flow distribution, (ii) causes pressure drop across the flow field, and
(iii) decreases fuel cell performance and durability [19, 24, 25]. Peng et al [86] found
that by controlling the channel width, the level of intrusion can be limited and
optimized; substrates with high compressibility require narrow channels to prevent
intrusion.
Compression applied on the GDL results in both reversible and irreversible
deformations in its structure. The effect of compression on the mechanical structure
of the GDL was divided to smoothening of the rough GDL surface at low
compression and then crushing GDL pores at higher compression [87]. After
compression, the GDL strain changes indicating irreversible deformation in the GDL
mechanical structure. It was reported that the structure of the GDL influences the
level of strain and its residual [88]. The woven structure is found to have the highest
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compressibility and the felt non-woven has low compressibility and very small
residual in the strain.
Cyclic compression is found to have irreversible effect on the GDL thickness. The
change in the thickness is a result of breakage and displacement in fibres in the GDL
structure. The GDL structure reaches stability after 5 compression cycles and the
changes become minimal [89]. This is important when considering the cyclic in-cell
lateral compressive loads due to thermal expansion, swelling and creep, and also
the process of disassembling and reassembling the cell [25,90].

2.3.3 TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF THE GDL
Several methods are reported in the literature for measuring GDL porosity; Kerosene
immersion method [50,91], Mercury intrusion porosimetry [92], water intrusion
porosimetry [93], and capillary flow porosimetry [94]. The listed methods are useful in
comparing the bulk porosity and some aspects of the structure, however, all are
limited in assuming that the GDL porous structure can be described by linked
cylindrical open pores. New methods, such as hydraulic admittance may lead to
more accurate information about the complex pore structures of the GDL [95]. A
GDL has either a single (one-stage GDL) or multi-porous layers (two-stage GDL). As
carbon substrates have relatively larger pore sizes compared to MPLs, in most
cases a GDL is a multi-porous layer with a wide pore size range [50,92]. A typical
GDL shows micro, meso- and macropores [95]. The variation in the pore sizes and
their percentage in the GDL are described by a pore size distribution (PSD) curve. It
is believed that porosity and PSD only affect the performance at high current density
operation due to the high need for reactant and water transport [20,96].
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GDL porosity needs to be optimized against its thickness; It is reported that GDLs
with low thickness are more sensitive to water accumulation [71]. GDLs with low
porosity need to have small thickness and optimal thickness exists for higher
porosity [97]. Prasanna et al [20] studied the effect of thickness, permeability and
pore size distribution on the performance of the cell. They found that there is an
optimum thickness at which minimum mass transport losses, reduced electrical
contact resistance and adequate structure integrity is achieved. Moreover, PSD has
an important effect on water transport; small pores in the MPL closer to the CL
enhance water transport and prevent water flooding [98].
Porosity and PSD have a direct impact on the effective diffusion coefficient (Deff) (see
Equation 2.1) [50] and permeability [99] of the GDL. Many studies focused on the
measurement of in-plane and through-plane permeability. In house apparatus were
designed to measure permeability by having a controlled gas flow through the GDL
surface (through-plane) or through its side section (in-plane) and measuring the
pressure drop across the inlet and outlet [7,100]. The measured values are then
applied into Darcy’s law to calculate the permeability (see Equation 2.2). However,
many studies show the limitations of Darcy’s law in describing the transport of
reactants through the GDL. It is emphasised that the effect of gas compressibility
needs to be considered specially at high flow in the in-plane direction [100–102] .

(Eq. 2.1)
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Where
is the effective diffusion coefficient (m2.sec-1)
is diffusivity (m2.sec-1)
is the media porosity
is the media tortuosity
(Eq. 2.2)

Where
k is the gas permeability (m²)

 is the dynamic viscosity (Pa.sec)
Q is the airflow in m³.sec-1
A is the cross sectional area of the channel media (m2)
is the change in pressure across the length of the media, where P is pressure
(Pa) and L is the length of the channel; thickness of the GDL (m).

In-plane and through-plane permeability depend greatly on several GDL parameters,
such as; thickness, density, hydrophobic agent (mainly PTFE) loading, fibre
structures, and the presence and type of MPL [7,103–105]. For instance, the MPL
permeability is found to be 2-3 orders of magnitude lower than that for the substrate
[101], and the application of an MPL to the substrate decreases its permeability by
an order of magnitude [7]. Carbon paper GDLs have higher in-plane permeability
than through-plane permeability by about 18%. However, carbon cloths have higher
through-plane permeability measurements that are 75% higher than in-plane values
[100,103]. However, the in-plane permeability is affected by compression.
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Compressing the GDL, to half its initial thickness, results in a decrease in
permeability in an order of magnitude [100].
In the cell, the GDL is subjected to different levels of compression under the FFP;
the GDL is compressed under the lands of the FFP, while there is no compression
under the channel. Therefore; permeability under the channel is different than that
under the land. Here, In-plane permeability determines the ability to transport the
reactants over the FFP land through the GDL. FFP design and the width of the land,
and the gas humidity are important factors to the effect of in-plane permeability on
the GDL transport properties [102]. Furthermore, in-plane permeability of a GDL is
an important factor as it influences the gas flow over the FFP land through the GDL
to reach the catalyst sites under the land [100].
On the effect of PTFE loading, Ismail et al [106] measured the in-plane resistance for
both the substrate and MPL. It was found that the in-plane permeability of the
substrate decreases with the increase of PTFE loading, however, the MPL in-plane
permeability increases with PTFE loading increase. Moreover, the through plane
permeability of MPL coated GDLs increases with PTFE loading due to the increase
of the aggregation of carbon particles resulting in bigger pore size [101].
Water transport is another crucial function of the GDL. Recently, Tamayol et al.
studied water permeability for various commercial GDLs [8]. In their study, the
threshold water pressure for permeation through different type of GDLs was
measured using a bespoke membrane pressurized filtration cell system. It was found
that PTFE loading and thickness increase the permeation threshold pressure and is
not affected by moderate compression of the GDL. It was also reported that
thickness has no effect on water permeability [8].
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An added level of complexity in understanding the GDL transport properties is the
multiphase flow; gaseous reactants, vapour and liquid water are flowing into and out
of the MEA through the GDL. Many studies have been conducted on modelling the
transport process within the GDL [107–110]

2.3.4 HYDROPHOBIC AND HYDROPHILIC PROPERTIES
The study of hydrophobicity is directly related to water management in the cell and is
important as a property of the surface and pores of the GDL. Hydrophilic pores tend
to retain water while hydrophobic pores repel the water out. At the surface, water
creates a layer at a hydrophilic surface, however, water forms droplets at the surface
of a hydrophobic layer. Moreover, it is easier to detach a water droplet off a
hydrophobic surface. The hydrophobicity of the GDL has been varied mainly by
controlling PTFE loading; an increase in PTFE loading results in an increase in the
hydrophobicity. The modification of the GDL hydrophobicity was also tried using
lower PTFE loading by carbonization level [111,112].
The hydrophobicity or hydrophilicity of the GDL is usually discussed through
measuring the water contact angle of the cell. This is usually measured on the
surface of the GDL or the MPL using Sessile Drop Angle method. However, Gurau et
al [113] argue that the methods employed to measure the water contact angle on the
surface do not identify the hydrophobic properties of the GDL, but rather affected by
surface roughness. Hence, the internal water contact angle of the GDL fibres needs
to be measured. An alternative method is presented using Washburn method with a
hydrophobic agent and the Owen-Wendt calculation to determine the water contact
angle.
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Cheung et al [114] studied the effect of pore structure and internal wetting of the
GDL on the capillary pressure in Toray TGP-H090. It was found that the magnitude
of the capillary pressure shifts the GDL average contact angle. Benziger et al [115]
found that the breakthrough capillary pressure for water transport depends on the
GDL hydrophobicity. The study suggests that having a pore structure with water
contact angle value of 90º lowers the pressure required for the water to flow, while
maintaining an adequate level of hydrophobicity to prevent flooding at the catalyst
layer.
Studies show that there is an optimum value for PTFE content in the cathode GDL at
which the mass transport of the GDL gets enhanced and beyond which the
performance drops due to the decrease in porosity and permeability [14,71,116]. Lin
et al [71] reported that at the optimum loading both hydrophilic and hydrophobic
pores are present to assist the transport of water and gas respectively. However, the
optimum contact angle depends on the cell operating temperature [14] and humidity
conditions [117]. Tsai et al [117] found that 40% PTFE loading in the media and 30%
in the MPL are optimal for MEA operation at low humidity conditions as it enhances
the back diffusion through the membrane and increases the membrane conductivity,
when the water transport through the GDL is less demanding. Velayutham et al [118]
studied optimum loading at 55ºC and ambient pressure. It was found that the change
in PTFE content in the GDL substrate has a higher impact on the cell performance
than the change in the MPL. The optimum performance was found at loadings of
23% PTFE in the GDL substrate and 20% in the MPL. Optimum GDL performance is
found for GDLs with lower PTFE loading at the MPL than that at the substrate
[44,117,118].
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2.3.5 ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES
In assessing the GDL electron transport capability, three parameters are commonly
measured, namely, in-plane, through-plane and contact resistances. Few studies
have focused on studying the current distribution across the MEA active area and
techniques for measuring it as this parameter is of great importance for PEFC stack
developers [119–121].
Electron transport through the GDL is affected by the GDL thickness, gas channel
width and electronic conductivity [64,122]. Zhou et al. analytically studied the effect
of the electrical resistance of the GDL on its performance in PEFC considering the
anisotropic nature of the GDL structure. They found that GDL through and in-plane
resistances can be neglected as they have little effect on the cell overall
performance [123]. However, the interface contact resistance between PEFC
components has significant effect. Two types of interface contact resistances are
found; contact between the GDL and the CL, and of the GDL with the FFP.
Nitta et al. [124] found that the contact resistance between GDL-CL is one order of
magnitude higher than the contact resistance between the GDL and the graphite
(POCO) FFP. Furthermore, contact resistance depends on the cell compression,
material properties, and surface geometry [125]. Non-uniform compression of the
GDL may result in an uneven current distribution along the MEA [124]. Moreover, the
GDL compressive modulus affects the contact resistance between the GDL and the
FFP, therefore the structure of the GDL affects the contact resistance [124,126].
Higier et al. studied the difference in electrical contact resistance under the channel
and the land of the FFP [127]. They concluded that the variation in contact
resistance depends strongly upon the land to channel width ratio. The difference is
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significant in wide channels and negligible in narrow channels. The difference in
resistance between the channel and land can contribute to local current density
variation. The reason for this significant difference is due to an increase in contact
resistance between the GDL and the CL caused by ‘insufficient’ compressions [127].

2.3.6 THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
Thermal conductivity and thermal contact resistance behaviour is similar to that
reported for the electrical properties. Thermal conductivity is an important property
for predicting temperature distribution and water management in the cell. The
difference in temperature across the GDL-CL has been reported to be between 1.74.4 ºC [128]. Thermal conductivity is dependent on compression [12,129,130], PTFE
content, temperature, and the presence of liquid water in the pores [131].
As with electrical resistance, thermal resistance is also very dependent on clamping
pressure. Both through-plane thermal resistance and contact resistance decrease
with the increase of compression [128,132]. An increase in thermal conductivity is
significantly due to a decrease in contact resistance between the carbon fibres [129].
Again, contact resistance plays a dominant role in the thermal flux under all
compressive loads. The contribution of the contact thermal resistance between the
GDL and FFP to that of the bulk resistance is 2.7/1 [89].
The fibre distribution plays an important role in thermal conductivity, however both inplane and through-plane conductivity decreases with the increase in porosity
[129][133] but no effect is noticed for the change in the fibres diameter and operating
temperature [134]. Teertstra et al [135] studied the effect of measurement orientation
on the measured value for in-plane thermal conductivity. The results show that inplane thermal conductivity decreases with the increase in PTFE loading. Also, due to
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the heterogeneous structure of the GDL, the in-plane properties of the GDL vary with
the direction of the measurement. Higher PTFE loading increases the thermal
conductivity at low compression and decreases it with increasing compression. In
contrast, Karimi et al [132] reported that the presence of an MPL reduced thermal
conductivity and increased the thermal contact resistance of the GDL.

2.3.7 CLAMPING PRESSURE
As highlighted in the previous sections, clamping pressure has a significant effect on
the GDL properties and performance. When assembling a fuel cell, an MEA is
pressed between the flow field plates to achieve good electrical contact between the
elements and seal the cell to prevent gas leaks. Several studies have been
conducted to study the effect of compression on the GDL properties and the fuel cell
performance [90,136–139]. It is well understood that compression has a dual effect
on the GDL. Higher compression decreases the contact resistance between the GDL
and the plates (FFP) [90,126,140–142], however, it also decreases the porosity and
transport ability [85,138,143]. This has been studied mathematically and
experimentally [80,144,145].
The effect of compression change on fuel cell performance has been reported in the
relevant literature. Ge et al [146] showed a decrease in the performance with the
increase of the cell compression ratio. It was found that there is an optimum
compression for the cell dependent on the type of the GDL, and that excess
compression damages the structure of the GDL [85,87]. Dotelli et al [136] used
Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) to study the effect of compression
on the performance of the MEA. The results show that the cell resistance decreases
with compression, however mass transport resistance increases. Therefore, there is
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an optimum compression for the MEA. This is dependent on the GDL type and
operating potential and conditions of the cell [81,147,148].
Furthermore, the effect of compression on the inhomogeneous structure of the GDL
has been discussed in the literature [80,140,145], and the GDL deformation and
intrusion into the flow field channels due to compression has also been reported in
[25,85,87]. Bazylak et al [143] showed that the deformation that occurs in the GDL
due to compression generates preferential pathways for water transport in the cell.
The cracks created on the edge between the channel and land assist water
transport. The GDL intrusion in the flow field channels can result in significant
disturbance in the flow of reactants in the flow field and in a drop in the performance
[149].

2.4 GDL DEGRADATION
The role and characteristics of GDLs are important and affect the overall
performance and lifetime of the PEFC [150]. GDL degradation can be detected by
the change in its characteristics and properties, and therefore its performance in the
PEFC. Due to the difficulty in separating the GDL degradation from MEA subcomponents in in-situ experiments, GDL degradation studies are often performed by
ex-situ testing in simulated PEFC operating conditions. Therefore, a good
understanding of the GDL properties and testing methods as presented in the
previous sections is essential for GDL degradation studies. In-situ studies are usually
conducted to study the effect of the changes in properties on the PEFC performance.
Two main changes have been reported in GDL degradation, namely; (i) wetting
behaviour changes due to loss of the hydrophobic agent and carbon surface
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changes and, (ii) changes in the structure of the GDL due to carbon corrosion and
mechanical stress [26]. In addition, changes in MPL have been observed due to loss
of PTFE/C and to carbon oxidation [151]. Causes of GDL degradation can be
categorised into (i) electrochemical, (ii) mechanical and (iii) thermal.
Extreme PEFC operating conditions enhance and accelerate GDL and other MEA
sub-components degradation. High cell voltages (potentials), low relative humidities,
and high temperatures accelerate GDL degradation [150]. Besides, dynamic loading
and potential cycling can also accelerate degradation.

2.4.1 ELECTROCHEMICAL DEGRADATION
The carbon particles used in the catalyst layer and the MPL are thermodynamically
unstable in the operating conditions of PEFC [6]. At above 0.207 V on a standard
hydrogen electrode (SHE), carbon is oxidized to carbon dioxide following Reaction
(Equation 2.3) [152]. Hence, at the high cathode electrode potential and in the
presence of platinum, the GDL suffers from the loss of carbon particles and structure
rigidity due to the electrochemical activity.
C + 2H2O → CO2 +4H+ +4e−

Eo = 0.207 V vs. SHE

(Eq. 2.3)

Oxidation of carbon (carbon corrosion) leads to performance decrease due to
accelerated loss of Electrochemical Surface Area (ECSA), modification of pore
morphology and GDL surface characteristics. Hence, carbon loss from the GDL
results in significant changes in its properties and the PEFC performance. Potential
cycling particularly at high cell potentials results in loss of carbon material [26,150–
152]. Aoki et al. [153] reported that after electrochemically treating the cathode GDL
in an ex-situ electrochemical corrosion test, the GDL experienced a loss in
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hydrophobicity and the corroded GDL maintained the same oxidant utilization and
diffusion losses, whereby cathode flooding was observed at high current densities.
Chen et al. [154] studied the electrochemical degradation of the GDL under
simulated PEFC conditions at potentials in the range of 1-1.4 V. At high potentials
(lower than1.2 V) significant loss in carbon led to a thinning of the GDL fibres. In
addition, the authors observed changes in the GDL morphology, resistance, gas
permeability and contact angle. Chen et al. also reported that the ohmic resistance,
charge transfer and mass transfer resistances increased significantly together with
an obvious drop in the overall PEFC performance. Recently, Hiramitsu et al. [155]
found that carbon oxidation in the GDL resulted in an increase in diffusion
overpotential. Moreover, GDL thinning and loss in carbon content is reported. These
changes in the GDL properties are not uniform and more severe at the central area
of the MEA [156].
Kumar et al. reported a decrease in GDL rigidity and an increase in strain under
PEFC clamping pressure due to electrochemical degradation. Carbon paper highly
suffers from loss of structure rigidity with ageing due to the weak fibres interface in
comparison to carbon cloths which possess a more stable structure. This loss in
rigidity results in an increase in GDL intrusion into the flow field channels affecting
the PEFC performance [23].
Low relative humidities (RHs) [26,150–152] and high temperatures [22] enhance
carbon corrosion. Experiments showed an increase in the MPL pore sizes due to the
loss of carbon particles in the MPL. The carbon fibres are often treated by PTFE that
can protect them, however with time, they lose their hydrophobicity and mass
transport losses increase due to water accumulation in the GDL [150]. On the other
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hand, it has been reported that carbon loss increases from 8% to 36% when the
temperature increases from 120ºC to 150ºC after 120 hours [150].
It is important to mention that graphitised carbon has a higher oxidation resistance
[23], hence it can be used in PEFCs to mitigate oxidation losses. Further studies are
required to investigate the effect of graphitised carbon on GDL properties. Hiramitsu
et al. [155] showed that homogeneous hydrophobic coating of the GDL protects the
GDL carbon fibres from oxidation and controls the diffusion overpotential under long
term operations of the PEFC.

2.4.2 MECHANICAL DEGRADATION
GDL mechanical degradation occurs due to clamping pressure (compression)
applied to PEFC during assembling, erosion by the reactant and water flows, and
water freezing at low temperatures. High compression results in GDL deformation
and changes in thickness due to the breakage and displacement of fibres under high
pressures. The variations in GDL thickness are irreversible and result in a change in
electrical and thermal resistance together with a decrease in porosity. Sadeghi et al.
[89] observed high hysteresis in experiments involving pressure cycling whereby
hysteresis became minimal after approximately 5 cycles of compression and the
deformation became permanent in the GDL fibre structure. Bazyak et al. [157]
reported the breakage of fibres and deterioration of the hydrophobic coating after
applying high clamping pressures on the GDL. This resulted in a change in the
structure and affected the water pathway through the GDL as water takes other
preferential pathways created by the breakage of the GDL fibres. Figure 2.3 shows
SEM images of the imprint of the FFP channel on the GDL, the fibres under the land
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are crushed due to compression while the structure is maintained the same under
the channel.
GDLs are subjected to an uneven distribution of pressure due to GDL intrusion into
the flow field channels on the FFP and due to the uneven pressure applied by the
bolts on the edges of the cell [85]. Maher et al. [158] studied the mechanical stress
on the MEA prior to and after PEFC operation at various operating conditions . They
reported that the variations in temperature and RH resulted in local bending in the
MEA and therefore non-uniform distribution of stress across it (formation of cracks
was observed) [158]. Another factor which contributes to the mechanical stress on
the MEA and GDL is the heterogeneity of both the GDL and CL [159].

Figure 2.3: Effect of compression on carbon paper GDL structure [83]
As the GDL is in contact with the reactant flows, it has been observed that the flows
may erode the GDL surface resulting in a loss in GDL hydrophobicity (due to the loss
of the PTFE from both the fibres and the MPL) [160]. This mechanism is enhanced
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and accelerated with an increase in flow rates and temperatures, where it has been
observed to be higher on the cathode side as the flow of air is higher than that of
hydrogen on the anode side. The loss in hydrophobicity was reported to occur in
short periods of operation of 100-150 hours [160] which resulted in an increase in
GDL electrical resistance and porosity. Wu et al. [161] studied the in-situ accelerated
degradation of GDLs and the effect of elevated temperatures and flow rates on the
PEM fuel cell performance. They found that when using the degraded GDL, its
performance is comparable to that of a fresh one at high potentials and low current
densities; however, at high current densities, concentration losses increase
significantly.
Water transport through the GDL also contributes to the GDL degradation. Lin et al.
[21] studied MPL degradation in a simulated PEFC water flooding conditions. They
observed that the MPL was washed out from the GDL surface and moved into the
GDL structure, see Figure 2.4. In the conditions they used, however, they found that
the performance of the GDL after degradation was better than a GDL without MPL
(as the MPL material maintained the ability of the GDL to transport the produced
water and prevent flooding and concentration losses in the PEFC).
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Figure 2.4: Comparison of GDL surfaces in MPL water washing conditions after
various times: (a) Carbon paper substrate, (b) GDL with MPL, (c) GDL1HR (in 1 hour water washing), (d) GDL-5HR (in 5 hour water
washing), (e) GDL-10HR (in 10 hour water washing), (f) GDL-50HR (in
50 hour water washing), (g) GDL-100HR (in 100 hour water washing),
(e) GDL-200HR (in 200 hour water washing) [21]
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In automotive applications, PEFCs can be subjected to sub-zero conditions at startup conditions. The GDL under such conditions suffers from deformation in its
structure and subsequent drop in its performance. This type of degradation can be
seen as thermal degradation affecting the GDL mechanical integrity. A few studies
have addressed the effect of freezing conditions on the GDL performance and the
formation of ice between the GDL/CL/membrane interfaces. The presence of ice
applies extra stress on the brittle GDL when clamped within the fuel cell structure
causing it to ‘crush’ [162]. Yan et al. [163] reported the effect of freeze-thaw cycles
on the MEA properties and performance. They observed a significant damage of the
GDL when operated under freezing conditions caused by the backing layer (Teflon)
and the binder structure on the GDL carbon paper surface. However, Pelaez and
Kandlikar [24] and Lee and Merida [22] reported no effect on the GDL properties due
to freezing/thaw cycling in ex-situ experiments. In contradiction to the above findings,
Lim et al. [164] observed, by performing in-situ experiments on three types of GDL
(carbon paper, carbon felt and carbon cloth), a drop in PEFC performance under
freeze/thaw cycling conditions. They found that the carbon felt GDL samples had the
least degradation in performance due to its high stiffness that prevents gap forming
between the GDL and the membrane and therefore preventing the increase in
contact resistance. The ex-situ testing also showed that the carbon felt GDL surface
was the least damaged compared to the carbon paper GDL, exhibiting the highest
damage.
GDL degradation due to freeze/thaw cycling has a more significant effect on GDLs
containing MPLs. Lee et al. [165] reported damage on the catalyst layer when MPL
was present whereby the MPL lost its effect in decreasing the contact resistance and
water management after 40 cycles.
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It can be concluded that the sub-freezing effect on the GDL is dependent upon the
humidification level of the MEA under these conditions and the presence of trapped
pools of water within the MEA. Therefore, the effect of freezing can be avoided by
either purging the PEFC (removing any accumulated water) or using low RHs before
being subjected to freezing conditions as observed by Hou et al. [166]. Furthermore,
Hou et al. also found that the MPL may be weakened by freeze/thaw cycling making
it prone to material loss from air flow through the GDL.
Finally, the GDL structure has a significant effect on the GDL mechanical integrity
and mechanical degradation tolerance. Poornesh et al.[159] found that the
heterogeneous carbon fibres in GDL contribute to surface rupture, hydrophobic
coating deterioration, and breakage of the fibre under PEFC loading and working
conditions. They concluded that using homogeneous fibres may enhance the GDL
durability [159].

2.4.3 THERMAL DEGRADATION
No significant studies have been carried out in the literature addressing the effect of
temperature on GDLs; however, a few observations were mentioned regarding its
effect. High temperature significantly affects the GDL maximum strain, resulting from
weakening PTFE within the GDL [122] and enhancing carbon corrosion [150].
Moreover, it is thought that hot press (when fabricating MEAs) and freezing
conditions weaken the GDL and MPL structures and lead to material loss during
PEFC operation [121,167].
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY AND EXPERIMENT
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CHAPTER 3:

METHODOLOGY AND EXPERIMENT

This chapter discusses the methodology adopted in this thesis to develop a better
understanding of the various Gas Diffusion Layer (GDL) types available in the
market. The study is focused on characterising a wide range of commercially
available GDLs. The experiments used in characterising the samples and the
method of analysing the results are also discussed.

3.1 METHODOLOGY
Figure 3.1 shows the research methodology used in the research work presented in
this thesis. A review of GDL manufacturers and their products was conducted. The
available information in manufacturers’ datasheets were gathered (datasheets are
attached in appendix A1). The information provided from the different manufacturers
varies in terms of what is provided and the tests used for obtaining the data. Some
manufacturers assign their products to specific relevant applications; however, no
clear background is given to the selection method.
Samples were selected to ensure a full range of variety in the samples from the
different manufacturers examined. The properties of all samples were obtained by
conducting a number of ex-situ characterisations under the same conditions.
Properties obtained included the GDL structure and surface morphology, as well as
physical and electrical properties.
The GDLs were then used to fabricate the cathode gas diffusion electrodes to be
tested in the MEA at the cathode side. Considering that the performance of the GDL
is dependent on compression, the clamping pressure for each GDL was optimised
for the maximum power density of the MEA. After optimisation, the performance of
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the MEAs was analysed and the effect of the cathode GDL on the performance was
studied. The study is focused on examining the performance of the GDL at the
cathode side, as the demand of water management at the cathode is higher than
that at the anode due to the water production from oxygen reduction reaction.

GDL samples identification and information gathering

Ex-situ characterisation

In-situ characterisation

Optimization of In-situ performance

GDL performance comparison and analysis
Figure 3.1: Research methodology
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3.2 EXPERIMENTS
3.2.1 EX-SITU CHARACTERISATION
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
SEM images were obtained of the substrate and the MPL of the GDL using a Philips
XL 30 SEM. The instrument provides both secondary electron and backscattered
electron imaging, with a resolution of 3.2nm at 30kV. SEM images are taken by
applying a focused electron beam on the surface of a sample, the interaction
between the sample and the electrons produce signals (secondary electrons) with
information about the topography and material of the sample. The signals are
detected to form an image of the surface of the samples.
The GDL samples were gold coated before imaging to prevent samples charging
under the electron beam. All images were taken at 20kV on secondary electron
mode. Substrate images were taken at 500µm and 50µm scales to examine the
structure and fibres respectively. The MPL images were taken at 10µm – 50µm
range. Images of the surface and cross section of the different samples were
compared and analysed to understand the difference in the GDL structure.
Interferometer
An interferometer (KLA Tencor MicroXAM2) was used to study the topography and
roughness of the substrate and MPL surface. In the measurement, the surface is
scanned with a focused light beam and the reflected light is used to measure the
distance from each segment of the surface. This is then used to give an image of the
surface topography and a statistical analysis of the surface roughness. The GDL
roughness was tested to examine the effect of roughness on the contact resistance
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with the flow field plate (FFP) and have a better understanding of the surface effect
on the catalyst layer. An 20x objective lense was used for imaging the GDL substrate
and a 50x objective lense for the MPL. In conducting the measurement, the samples
were mounted on the interferometer stage, the lense focus is found, and then a scan
over the sample surface is conducted. Figure 3.2 shows an image of interferometer
used and an example of the data obtained.

Figure 3.2: (a) Interferometer showing the sample mounting stage and the
objective lenses, (b) SGL 25BC image using the interferometer, (C) 3D
structure of SGL 25BC and (d) Hysteresis in measured height over the
sample surface.
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Drop Shape Analyser
A drop shape analyser (Kruss DSA-100) was used to measure the water contact
angle on the surface of the substrate and the MPL using the Sessile Drop Method. In
this measurement, a 5µL water droplet is placed on the surface of the sample, and a
photo of the droplet and the interface with the surface is then analysed using DSA3
software to measure the water contact angle as an indication of the hydrophobic or
hydrophilic properties of the GDL. The sessile drop contact angle method is limited in
its accuracy due to the inhomogeneous surface structure of the GDL and the
roughness of the surface, hence, the high standard deviation in the results reported.
Moreover, the contact angle for hydrophilic surfaces changes with time as the droplet
water diffuses into the pores through the surface.

a)

b)

θ

θ

Figure 3.3: Water contact angle on (a) a hydrophobic surface and (b) a hydrophilic
surface
Helium Pycnometer
A Helium Pycnometer (Micromeritics AccuPyc II 1340) was used to measure the real
(absolute) density of the GDL materials. In a pycnometer, the sample is placed in a
chamber of premeasured fixed volume. After evacuating the air from the chamber,
helium is pumped in to measure the void volume. The volume of the sample is then
calculated by subtracting the volume of the chamber from the void volume after
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placing the sample. Density is then calculated by dividing the sample mass over the
measured volume.
GDL samples weighing around 50mg were tested in the pycnometer. At each test,
10 measurements were made over 10 cycles of helium pumping and evacuation.
Mercury porosimeter
Bulk density (g cm-3), porosity (%), tortuosity (dimensionless), pore size distribution
and permeability (m2) were measured using a mercury porosimeter (Micromeritics
AutoPore IV) (see Figure 3.4 (a)). Here, the measured permeability corresponds to
mercury permeation through the GDL as a function of increasing pressure (MPa).
The porosimeter is capable of measuring capillary diameter range from 0.003µm to
360µm through the accurate measurement of intrusion and extrusion volume with a
resolution better than 0.1µL.
Experimentally, GDL samples (ca. 100-200 mg) were placed in the porosimeter stem
(Figure 3.4 (b)) to undergo low and high pressure mercury intrusion testing. Mercury
was then inserted gradually into the sample by increasing the pressure up to 30,000
Psi (206 MPa) whereby the GDL sample pores were filled starting from the larger
pores at low pressures and down to smaller pores at higher pressures. An example
of the recorded volume intrusion with change in pressure is shown in Figure 3.4(c).
This method allows the measurement and determination of total pore volume,
skeletal volume, real and bulk density, total porosity, and pore size distribution.
The Micromeritics AutoPore IV software uses the Washburn’s equation (see
Equation 3.1) at different pressures in the specified range to determine the pore size
distribution and the pore length of the GDL sample based on the assumption that the
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pores are of cylindrical geometry. Furthermore, the Katz and Thompson’s equation
(see Equation 3.2), derived from percolation theory, is used by the software to
calculate the absolute permeability (k) of the GDL sample. The permeability values
are then used in the expression derived by Jӧrgen Hager to calculate tortuosity [34].
In our experimental work, all these values were automatically calculated by the
Micromeritics Instruments software as detailed and explained in the paper published
by Micromeritics Instruments Corp [168].

Figure 3.4: (a) Micromertics AutoPore IV Porosimeter, (b) capillary stem and (c)
intrusion volume with increasing pressure.
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(Eq. 3.1)

where,

is the pore diameter in m
is the surface tension in N.m-1
is the liquid-solid contact angle
P is pressure in Pa

(Eq. 3.2)

where,
is the permeability of the pore structure (m2)
is the characteristic length of the pore space (m)
is the pore structure conductance ratio

Environmental Mechanical Analyser
An environmental mechanical analyser (Instron 5848 MicroTester) was used for the
study of the mechanical properties of the GDL. The instrument has a force range
from 10mN to 2 kN and a displacement resolution of less than 5µm.
Samples with 4 cm2 area were subjected to cyclic pressure with an increment of
50 N.min-1. The deformation in the GDL thickness with pressure was recorded.
Three samples of each GDL material were tested. The axial displacement with the
compression was measured. Before conducting the test on the GDL samples, the
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test was run with no samples placed to subtract any instrumental displacement from
the measured values of the GDL.
Universal Mechanical Tester (Zwick/Roell Z030)
A universal mechanical tester was used for applying pressure for studying the
electrical contact resistance under compression. The instrument is a displacement
controlled machine with a force range from 10mN to 30kN. The details of the test are
described in more details in the “electrical contact resistance”.
4-wire Kelvin Milli/Micro-Ohmmeter
The 4-wire Kelvin method was used to measure the electrical properties (in-plane
and through plane) of the GDL. Ohmic resistance measurement of a sample is
measured by applying a DC current through the sample and measuring the voltage
drop across it. The resistance then can be calculated by dividing the voltage over the
current. The 4-wire Kelvin method is a wiring arrangement for the voltage and
current sensors to avoid including the resistance of the leads in the measurement. A
BS407 precision Milli/Micro-Ohmmeter (resolution of 1µΩ and 0.1% resolution
accuracy) was used to conduct the measurements.
In-plane electrical resistance
In-plane electrical resistance was measured using the method reported by Williams
et al. [9]. GDL samples of 2 mm width and 100 mm length were manually cut and
the resistance was measured at 10 mm increments (10 points in total) (see Figure
3.5). The measured resistance (R) values were plotted against distances (l) and
yielded a linear relationship whereby the slope of the line represented the in-plane
resistance per unit of distance (R’)
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Figure 3.5: Electrical in-plane resistance measurement setup.
The GDL samples in-plane resistivity () values were calculated using Ohm’s Law as
shown in Equation 3.3:
R = ( l) / A   = (R A) / l

(Eq. 3.3)

where,
R is the in-plane resistance of the GDL in Ω
ρ is the in-plane resistivity in Ω m
A is the cross-sectional area of the GDL sample in m2
l is the length of the GDL sample in m
Electrical contact resistance
The contact resistance (Rc) between a 4 cm2 GDL and ‘plain POCO graphite (POCO
AXF-5Q) plates (industry standard material often used as a reference material) was
measured at various clamping pressures. The clamping pressure was monitored
using a controlled compression device (Zwick Roel Z030). The GDLs were pre-
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conditioned by applying a pressure of 3 MPa (5 times) before conducting the test.
This step was performed to eliminate the effect of ‘irreversible’ deformation of the
GDL as (i) the contact resistance values became repeatable and (ii) the irreversible
changes were found to be negligible after the 5th compression [90]. Three samples of
each GDL type were tested, the resistance values measured show very good
repeatability with a standard deviation lower than 5%.
The GDL was placed between the two POCO graphite plates and the two gold plated
stainless steel (SS) current collectors as shown in Figure 3.6. The resistance was
measured by the 4-wire Kelvin method using a BS407 precision Milli/MicroOhmmeter (resolution of 1 µΩ with 0.1% of resolution accuracy). The contact
resistance between the POCO plates and the gold plated SS plates was measured
using a similar arrangement, where one POCO plate was placed between the two
gold plated plates. All measured resistance values were used to calculate the
contact resistances using the following equations:

Figure 3.6: Electrical contact resistance measurement setup.
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Rmeasured = 2 x Rc,SS-Au/FFP + 2 x Rc,FFP/GDL + 2 x RFFP + RGDL

(Eq. 3.4)

And
RFFP measured = 2 x Rc, SS-Au/FFP + RFFP

(Eq. 3.5)

where,
Rc,FFP/GDL is the contact resistance between the GDL and the POCO graphite
flow field plate
Rc, SS-Au/FFP is the contact resistance between the POCO graphite flow field
plate and the gold plated stainless steel plate
RFFP is the through-plane resistance of the POCO graphite flow field plate
RGDL is the through-plane resistance of the GDL
Subtracting Equation (3.4) to Equation (3.5) gives Equation (3.6):
Rmeasured  RFFP measured = 2 x Rc,FFP/GDL + RFFP + RGDL

(Eq. 3.6)

Rearranging Equation (3.4), one obtains the contact resistance between the GDL
and the POCO graphite flow field plate (Rc,FFP/GDL):
Rc,FFP/GDL = (Rmeasured  RFFP measured  RFFP  RGDL) / 2

(Eq. 3.7)

If it is assumed that RFFP and RGDL are negligible due to their low resistance value, so
that Equation (3.7) may be simplified to:
Rc,FFP/GDL = (Rmeasured  RFFP measured) / 2

(Eq. 3.8)
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For example, POCO graphite plates have very low resistivity (1.470 mΩ cm) [60]
and using Equation (3.3) the resistance of the POCO graphite plate used (area = 4
cm2, thickness = 3 mm) was calculated to be 0.110 mΩ. Thus in our conditions, RFFP
and similarly, the GDL through-plane resistance (RGDL < 10-3-10-6 Ω) can be
neglected under the range of clamping pressures used [142,169]. The simplified
equation (3.8) is used for the calculations in this study.

3.2.2 IN-SITU CHARACTERISATION
MEA fabrication
The fabrication process of the MEA can be divided into two stages, namely;
preparation of electrodes and components assembly (see Figure 3.4). The work for
this thesis, the GDL samples under examination were used at the cathode side of
the MEA, and commercial Johnson Matthey Gas Diffusion Electrodes (GDEs)
(ELE0165; SGL 34BC with loading of 0.4 mgPt/cm2) were used at the anode
side.

Figure 3.7: MEA fabrication and testing
To prepare the anode GDE, a layer of Nafion solution (10 wt % Nafion solution
(Ionpower) and Iso-Propanol (Sigma Aldrich)) was hand painted on the catalyst
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coated side of the commercial GDE to enhance contact between the catalyst layer
and the membrane at the triple phase boundary.
A catalyst ink is then prepared to fabricate the cathode GDE. Commercially available
45.6 wt % Pt/C carbon powder (Tanaka Kikinzoku Kogyo), 10 wt % Nafion solution,
and isoproponal were used to prepare the catalyst ink for the cathode GDE. The
composition of the catalyst ink was calculated to achieve Pt loading of 0.4 mg.cm -2
and a 1 to 1 Nafion to carbon black weight ratio. The catalyst ink is mixed using
Ultrasonic Bath for 30 minutes.
The catalyst ink was then hand painted on the cathode GDL. The actual loading on
the GDL was calculated from the difference in the weight between the GDE (GDL
after painting) and the GDL. The GDEs were then assembled with a Nafion N212
membrane and hot pressed for 2 minutes at 125ºC and 1800N (Fig. 3.7) (Refer to
Appendix A2 for the calculations used for GDE fabrication). It is important to note
that a major limitation to this GDE fabrication method is the use of hand painting in
applying the ink to the GDE. This resulted in a variation in Pt loading and uneven
distribution over the surface of the electrode. Other methods can be used for
applying the catalyst layer, namely, doctor blade method, screen printing and
spraying to achieve a more homogeneous electrode.
PaxiTeck fuel cell fixture and Biologic Fuel Cell test station
The fabricated MEAs were tested in a PaxiTeck single cell fixture (see Figure 3.8)
with graphite monopolar plates. The monopolar plates have a single serpentine flow
field channel (1mm width x 1mm depth). Gold plated copper current collector plates
and the aluminium end plates were used. The aluminium end plates allow the use of
electrical heating elements to control the temperature at anode and cathode
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separately. The cell temperature was measured using Negative Temperature
Coefficient (NTC) sensor inserted into the cathode graphite monopolar plate. The
cell potential was measured between the monopolar plates. The cell was connected
to an electrical load in the test station through the gold plated current collectors.

Figure 3.8: Bio-logic test station used for MEA in-situ characterisation.
The cell was tested using a Bio-logic FCT-50S test station (Figure 3.8). The test
station has a 50A maximum load current and 250W power respectively. The station
is computer controlled using FC-lab® software. Reactant temperature and humidity
are controlled by the station with sensors and electrical heaters to measure and
control the anode and cathode humidifier temperature and reactants line. The
reactants back pressure is also controlled.
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Setting operating
conditions

•Cell operating at OCV.
•Setting the temperature of the cell and humidifiers.
•setting Hydrogen (Anode) and air (cathode) flow rate and
stoichiometry.
•Setting back pressure.

PEFC activation

•Operating the cell at steady state condition at constant
potential (0.6V).
•PEFC current increases until fully activated.

Rapid potential
cycling

•Potential cycling between OCV and 0.25V at a scan rate of
50mV.s-1 for 50 cycles.

Polarisation curve

•Polarisation curve is obtained by running a potential cycle
between OCV and 0.25V at a scan rate of 1mV.s-1 .

Electrochemical
impedance
spectroscopy

•EIS curves are obtained at 3 current densities on the
polarisation curve.
•AC signal amplitude = 5% of the operating current denisty.
•Frequency scan from 10kHz to 0.1Hz over 50 points.

Shut down

•Cell operating at OCV
•Releasing back pressure and decreasing temperatue
•Purging the cell with nitrogen to remove any remaining
reacants and water from the cell.

Figure 3.9: MEA testing procedure
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All samples were conditioned and tested under controlled operating conditions
following a set procedure (Fig. 3.9). The reactants and cell conditions brought to the
desired temperature, humidity and pressure. The cell is then conditioned by
operating it at constant voltage of 0.6V. At conditioning, the cell’s current increases
until the cell is fully conditioned (the Nafion membrane is fully humidified).
Conditioning time varied for the different MEAs test but usually steady state was
reached within 6-7 hours. After conditioning, 50 rapid potential sweep cycles
between OCV and 0.25V are conducted followed by a slow potential sweep cycle to
obtain the cell polarisation curve. The polarisation curves produced from the rapid
sweep show an increase in performance between the first 3 to 5 curves then
performance becomes constant.
Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) is then conducted at 3 current
densities; low current density (close to OCV), medium current density, and high
current density. Impedance is measured by applying a small AC electrical current or
voltage (5% of the DC current or voltage [170]) at different frequencies and measure
the output voltage or current respectively. An AC signal (current or voltage) has
amplitude, frequency and phase. The value of the system impedance will determine
the amplitude and phase shift of the output signal. Using these values the system
impedance is calculated.
System impedance is a combination of resistance, capacitance and inductance. A
pure resistance affects the amplitude but has no effect on the phase; this presents
the real vector of impedance. Capacitors and inductors affect both the amplitude and
phase of the signal; capacitance and inductance result in the imaginary vector of the
impedance. The capacitor causes a negative phase shift and the inductor causes a
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positive shift (see Figure 3.10). Ohmic resistance makes the real element of
impedance while capacitance and inductance make the imaginary element. The
value of inductance and capacitance impedance is dependent on the frequency of
the signal (Equation (3.11) and (3.12)).
(Eq. 3.9)
(Eq. 3.10)
(Eq. 3.11)

(Eq. 3.12)

Where;
is the total system impedance (Ω)
is the ohmic impedance (Ω)
is the inductive impedance (Ω)
is the capacitive impedance (Ω)
is the Ohmic resistance of a system (Ω)
is the frequency
is the inductance of the system (H)
is the capacitance of the system (F)
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Figure 3.10: The effect of the different impedance elements on AC signals
In an EIS measurement, several AC signals of different frequencies are applied to in
the sample (0.1Hz -100kHz [171]). The measured impedance values are then plotted
in what is called a Nyquist plot from which information about the system or a single
component can be found. Figure 3.11 shows Nyquist plots for a JM electrode MEA at
different current densities. The main limitation of the EIS method is the interpretation
of the response to relate the result to the different processes in a system. Many
studies looked at interpreting EIS curves for fuel cells by modelling the impedance
spectrum with an equivalent electrical circuit and measuring the impedance at
different operating conditions [171–174]. A fuel cell is usually modelled by a
combination of resistors and capacitors.
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Figure 3.11: EIS plot for JM electrode at different current densities
Figure 3.12 shows the contribution of the three polarisation processes in the MEA to
the impedance values at different current densities. At low current density (potential
close to OCV), the impedance of the cell is mainly influenced by the electrode
kinetics of the ORR reaction. The EIS curve takes a single semicircular arc shape.
The diameter (the difference between the low frequency and high frequency
resistance) of the semicircle is equal to the charge transfer resistance (a measure of
the electrode kinetics). The high-frequency impedance value of the curve presents
the cells ohmic resistance. The value of the resistance (Rs) is equal to the sum of the
electrical resistances of the different components in the cell.
With the increase in the current density, a new small arc appears at the low
frequency impedance region; this arc represents the mass transport resistance in the
cell (Figure 3.11). However, the difference between the low-frequency and high63

frequency resistance decreases due to the decrease in the charge transfer
resistance (see Figure 3.8). Further increase in the current density results in an
increase in the mass transport polarisation, hence the mass transport arc size
increases and the overall cell resistance increases.

Figure 3.12: Potential loss contribution of the different polarisations with the change
in current density [175]
So a Nyquist plot consists of one or several arcs as a result of the different
impedance elements (resistance and capacitance). The single arc at low current
density can be modelled by Randles equivalent impedance circuit shown in Figure
3.13 (a). Rs represents the ohmic resistance of the different components of a fuel
cell; however, the main contributor to the resistance value is the electrolyte
resistance. The parallel resistance/ capacitance electrical circuit considers the
electrochemical process on the cathode electrode; Rp is the charge transfer
resistance and Cdl is the double layer capacitance on the surface of the electrode.
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Randles equivalent circuit is limited in explaining the cell behaviour to low current
densities as it doesn’t take into consideration mass transport.
The fuel cell equivalent circuit is modified for high current density to include mass
transport effect. Figure 3.11 shows the appearance of a second arc when increasing
the current density. The parallel Rd and Cd added to the circuit consider the diffusion
losses through the MEA (see Figure 3.13 (b)). The values of the different
parameters of the electrical circuit can be calculated using modelling software by
fitting the model to the actual experimental data.

a)

b)

Figure 3.13: Fuel cell impedance equivalent circuit; a) Randle circuit and b) cell
impedance including the mass transport losses [176].
In this study, a qualitative comparison between EIS results for the different GDLs is
considered by comparing the change in the ohmic resistance of the cell and the size
of the mass transport arc.
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CHAPTER FOUR
EX-SITU CHARACTERISATION OF GAS DIFFUSION
LAYERS
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CHAPTER 4:

EX-SITU CHARACTERISATION OF GAS DIFFUSION
LAYERS

To gain an understanding of the wide range of gas diffusion layer (GDL) materials
used in polymer electrolyte fuel cells (PEFCs) and reported in the literature, this
chapter will focus on the study of the ex-situ characteristics of the GDLs. The chapter
discusses the structural, mechanical and electrical properties of the GDL, and looks
at the relationship between the different properties of the GDL and the effect of the
structure, polytetrafluorothylene (PTFE) treatment and microporous layer (MPL)
application on the GDL properties.

4.1 SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTS
4.1.1 COMMERCIAL GDL SAMPLES
A range of commercial woven and non-woven GDL samples were tested as shown
in Table 4.1. The table describes the GDL materials as reported by the
manufacturers’ technical data sheets (Appendix A1). The range tested represents
samples from all main manufacturers of GDL materials, and the various types and
structures.

4.1.2 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Real (absolute) density (g.cm-3) values were measured using a helium pycnometer
(Micromeritics AccuPyc II 1340). Bulk density (g.cm-3), porosity (%), tortuosity
(dimensionless), pore size distribution and permeability (m2) were measured using a
mercury porosimeter (Micromeritics AutoPore IV).
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Table 4.1: Commercial GDL materials
Manufacturer

Ballard

Type

Description

1071HCB

Carbon cloth

P50

P50 is the carbon paper substrate; P50T is a teflonated

P50T

carbon paper substrate; GDS 1120 is a teflonated

GDS1120

paper with a MPL

P75

P75 is a carbon paper substrate; P75T is a teflonated

P75T

carbon paper substrate; GDS 2120 is a teflonated

GDS2120

paper with a MPL

TGP-H-030
Toray

TGP-H-060
TGP-H-090

Teflonated Carbon papers of various thicknesses

TGP-H-120
C2
C4
Freudenberg

I2 C6
I2 C8

E-TEK

Felt fibres carbon paper based on H2315 substrate with
a MPL applied. The fibres here are not teflonated and
partially graphitized .
Felt fibres carbon paper based on H2315 I2 substrate
with a MPL applied. The fibres here are tepflonated and
partially graphitized.

LT 1200 N

Non-woven web containing a MPL

LT 1200 W

Woven web containing a MPL

GDL 10 BC

3D fibres paper including an MPL

GDL 24 BA
GDL 24 BC
GDL 25 BA
Sigracet

GDL 25 BC
GDL 34 BC
GDL 34 DC

Carbon paper with PTFE and with/without MPL as
below:
BA stands for 5% PTFE loading and no MPL.
BC stands for 5% PTFE loading with an MPL
DC stands for 20% PTFE loading with an MPL

GDL 35BA
GDL 35 BC
Tenax

TCC2660
TCC 3250

Untreated woven carbon cloths
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Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) (Philips XL30) was used to examine the GDL
surface morphology on both sides i.e. the one facing the catalyst layer with or
without an MPL, and the other one facing the Flow Field Plate (FFP) (Appendix A3).
Similarly, the GDL roughness (µm) of each side was measured (over three areas on
the sample surface) using an interferometer (Omniscan Microxam 2).
The water contact angle (o) of the GDL was measured using the sessile drop
method. In this method, the contact angle of the water droplet on the solid surface of
the GDL and the MPL was measured using a Drop Shape Analyser (Kruss DSA100). The water contact angle was measured for fixed volume droplets of 5 µL at
three points on the surface of the GDL.

4.1.3 ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES
The in-plane and through plane electrical resistance of the GDL were measured
using the 4-wire Kelvin method. Through plane electrical resistance was measured
with compression change to explore the effect of compression on the electrical
contact resistance between the GDL and the FFP.

4.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.2.1 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES (THICKNESS AND DENSITY)
Thickness, area weight, bulk and real (material) density are important physical
parameters for GDL materials. Thickness has a direct effect on gas and water
permeability, diffusion and electrical conductivity. Area weight and bulk density
relate to the fibre structure density, MPL carbon density and PTFE loading in the
GDL. Table 4.2 lists the properties for the GDL samples used in this study, from
both the manufacturers’ reported values and own measured values.
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The data in Table 4.2 show that GDL thickness ranges between 110-420 µm with a
large variation in the area weight. The real density measured by the pycnometer
appears to be within a narrow gap of 1.8-2.15 g.cm-3 which falls within the region
between the density of carbon fibres of 1.8-2.1 g.cm-3 and PTFE of 2.04-2.17 g.cm-3
[177]. However, a large variation in the bulk density can be observed which is
influenced by the porosity and the density of the fibres/MPL within the GDL; the
measured bulk density values of the GDLs are close to the values reported by the
manufacturers, and the small deviation can be due to the heterogeneous structure of
the GDLs.
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Table 4.2: GDL ex-situ properties
Manufacturer materials’
Measured properties
properties

Material

Thickn

Area

Bulk

Real

Bulk

ess

weight

density

density

density

(µm)

(g/m2)

(g/cm3)

(g/cm3)

(g/cm3)

Mean
Surface

Porosity

roughness (µm)

%

Tortuosity

pore

Permeability

Water contact

Contact resistance

In-plane

diameter

(m²)

angle ()

(mΩ cm2)

resistivity (Ωm)

mercury

Contact angle

@ 1.5 MPa

@ 2.5 MPa

(nm)
Sa

Sq

-

-

14.7±

19.83±

0.8

0.52

15.7±

19.44±

0.6

0.33

20.0 ±

24.74±

3.0

3.91

14.2 ±

20.04±

0.9

1.65

14.0 ±

17.94±

1.0

2.27

17.0 ±

23.26±

2.0

4.73

1.816±
1071HCB

356

123

0.35

0.39

64.90

1.95

3401.2

2.36E-11

67.96 ± 3.69

52.66

30.87

1.28E-04

48.66

3.01

993.4

9.21E-12

111.29 ± 7.4

2.13

1.56

2.70E-03

44.94

2.55

1528.4

1.41E-11

113.58 ± 0.47

2.60

1.85

2.28E-03

44.76

3.24

859.1

4.73E-12

116.09 ± 16.78

-

-

2.62E-03

62.39

2.43

2074.7

1.11E-11

107.48 ± 7.48

2.40

1.73

4.27E-03

59.91

2.23

1227.2

1.31E-11

112.57 ± 3.08

2.82

1.99

2.40E-03

60.18

2.62

2998.0

6.06E-12

112.33 ± 1.50

-

-

2.78E-03

0.002
2.083
P50

170

50

0.32

0.36
±0.004
2.151

P50T

180

62

0.34

0.37
±0.004
2.125±

GDS1120

210

79

0.40

0.46
0.005
2.083±

P75

230

75

0.33

0.35
0.005
2.087±

P75T

255

88

0.33

0.36
0.003
2.131

GDS2120

260

101

0.40

0.40
±0.005
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Thickn

Area

Bulk

Real

Bulk

ess

weight

density

density

density

(µm)

(g/m2)

(g/cm3)

(g/cm3)

(g/cm3)

110

-

0.40

TGP-H-

2.071

030

-

-

14.1 ±

19.16±

0.2

0.60

13.0±

17.89±

0.5

0.42

12.2 ±

17.31±

0.5

0.83

14.6 ±

19.58±

±0.002

0.4

0.85

1.900

14.0 ±

18.94±

1.0

0.60

9.5 ±

12.72±

±0.002

0.4

0.42

1.934

8.44±

11.34±

0.65

0.83

17.73±

22.02±

1.94

0.79

-

-

0.43

0.44

090

0.49
±0.003

TGP-H-

1.985
370

-

0.45

120

0.49
±0.004
1.882

C2

250

130

-

Tortuosity

pore

Permeability

Water contact

Contact resistance

diameter

(m²)

angle ()

(mΩ cm2)

0.57

250

130

-

0.49
±0.002
1.867

I2 C6

250

135

-

0.54

2.50

2625.1

1.07E-11

132.80 ± 4.05

2.74

1.99

9.90E-05

63.06

2.76

2631.1

6.15E-12

128.72 ± 9.10

3.27

2.40

9.50E-05

67.16

2.55

3324.0

4.53E-12

138.43 ± 7.63

3.64

2.77

7.28E-05

61.77

2.51

1717.8

3.90E-12

120.04 ± 1.03

4.60

3.23

4.44E-05

49.16

4.51

658.0

9.12E-13

120.80 ± 3.83

1.45E-04

230

135

-

0.62
±0.002

LT 1200

2.053
185

75

0.41

N

±0.004

LT 1200

4.26

157.6

1.04E-12

117.00 ± 3.48

1.70E-04

46.24

5.02

1148.1

8.57E-13

124.33 ± 4.29

9.00E-05
2.47

46.98

4.91

682.3

6.25E-13

60.73 ± 6.47

1.89E-04

64.94

2.74

768.5

6.45E-12

90.19 ± 6.46

-

-

2.93E-04

31.83

2.74

1054.7
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4.2.2 FIBRE STRUCTURE, SURFACE MORPHOLOGY AND ROUGHNESS
The SEM images of the surface and edge view of woven and non-woven GDLs are
shown in Figure 4.1. Woven GDL constitutes the carbon cloth group, and the nonwoven GDL makes the carbon paper group. The non-woven group can be divided
into two types according to the structural configuration of the fibres in the GDL,
namely, (i) straight and (ii) felt/‘spaghetti’ fibres.

Figure 4.1: SEM images of GDL fibres configuration; surface and edge views of a)
& d) Woven fibres in carbon cloth –Ballard 1071HCB, b) and e) straight
stretched fibres in carbon paper – Toray H-060, c)& f) Felt fibres in
carbon paper- Freudenberg C2.
A small number of commercial woven cloth GDLs are available due to the relatively
high cost of manufacturing compared to the non-woven paper GDLs. The main
difference noticed from the SEM images in the woven cloth types is in the diameter of
the fibres and the weave width as shown in Table 4.3. The SEM image for LT1200W
in Figure 4.2(c) also shows the PTFE loading (white PTFE net on the surface) on the
75

cloth. Here, the woven structure gives the GDLs high mechanical flexibility and
compressibility.
Table 4.3: Woven GDLs weave and fibres properties
Weave width (µm)

Fibre diameter (µm)

1071HCB

350- 500

8-9

TCC2260

200-250

8-9

TCC3250

250-375

11-12

LT 1200W

450-500

8-11

In the straight fibre structure, the fibres create a multi-layered web of interlinked fibres
forming the carbon paper. This can be observed in Figure 4.3 that shows the
separation of these layers after testing the GDL under compression. Some
differences can be seen in the SEM images of this type (Figure 4.4). Graphitised
resin and binders can be noticed in some samples (Figure 4.4 (c,d,e,f)); for example,
the carbon/PTFE binding agglomerates around the fibres, linking them together and
decreasing the pore diameter. SEM images for the Toray papers show clear
graphitised wetted fibres (Figure 4.4 (b)). Also, from the SEM images it appears that
the fibre structure density differs greatly from one GDL to another. This type of GDL
is usually mechanically rigid and brittle and can easily break if bent.
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Figure 4.2: SEM images of several types of woven carbon cloth sample; surface
views of: a) Tenax b) Ballard 1071HCB, and c) ETEK 1200W and
closer views of d) Tenax, e) Ballard 1071HCB, and f) ETEK 1200W

Figure 4.3: Straight fibres GDL’s layer separation after compression
Felt fibre structures are clearly observed for all Freudenberg and some SGL GDL
samples (Figure 4.5). This structure is often described as a three dimensional (3-D)
fibre configuration. This type of structure gives the GDL a higher mechanical
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flexibility and a higher compressibility compared to other carbon paper GDLs. It is
interesting to note that, as with straight fibre carbon papers, binders can be observed
in the SGL 10BC GDL, but not in all Freudenberg GDLs. Furthermore, it can be
noticed that the fibre density for Freudenberg GDLs is significantly higher.
The SEM images of the different types of GDLs show a difference not only in the
structure, but also a difference in the properties of the fibres used within it. The length
and diameter of the fibres are two properties that potentially have an important effect
on the behaviour of the GDL structure. Further experimental and theoretical work is
required to study the effect of these properties on the GDL.

Figure 4.4: SEM images of various types of straight fibres carbon paper samples:
a) Toray H-060, b) ETEK 1200N, c) Ballard P75, d) Ballard P75T, e)
AvCard 1120, f) Sigracet 25BA
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Figure 4.5: A series of SEM images of felt/spaghetti fibres carbon paper samples
of: a) Freudenberg C2, b) Freudenberg C6 and c) SGL 10BC
The roughness of the carbon paper substrate surfaces was measured using an
interferometer. The mean value of height (Sa) and root mean square of height (Sq)
on the surface are listed in Table 4.3. The values of Sq range between 10-45 µm
indicating high roughnesses facing the BPP material in the PEM fuel cell (Figure 4.6).
Avasarala et al. observed a significant effect of the surface roughness of composite
BPP on the interfacial contact resistance with the GDL [178]. This can be related to
the GDLs roughness as well as to that of the BPP; however, to the author’s
knowledge, this relationship has not been explored in the literature yet. Figure 4.6
shows a variation in the substrate roughness for the different GDL materials. The
results show no change in roughness with teflonation (P50T and P75T compared to
P50 and P75) or MPL application (P50T, P75T and SGL XXBA compared to
GDS1120, GDS2120 and SGL XXBC respectively). Some types of GDLs are coated
on one side with an MPL and the SEM images in Figure 4.7 show the scale of
features observed in various types of GDL. The GDS 2120 image shows a very
rough surface and coarse pore sizes compared to other types, while the E-TEK
media exhibit a very smooth and fine pore sizes. It can also be seen that the MPL
surfaces have a sporadic distribution of pore sizes.
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Figure 4.6:

Surface roughness for carbon paper GDL substrates

Figure 4.7: MPLs on various commercial GDLs: a & e) GDS2120, b & f)
Freudenberg C2, c & g) LT1200W and d & h) SGL 24BC
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Figure 4.8:

Surface roughness for MPLs

The roughness of the surfaces of the MPLs were also measured using an
interferometer and the values are shown in Table 4.4. The roughness values of the
MPL in GDS1120 and GDS 2120 were found to be 8-10 times higher than the
average MPL roughness in other GDL samples (Figure 4.8). Cracks are observed on
the MPL surfaces and even larger cracks are obtained on woven GDL containing
MPL following the pattern of the weaves (Figure 4.7 (g)). This observation may be
due to the rough structure of the woven structure and the GDL bending caused by its
high flexibility. The relatively smooth surface of the MPL (in comparison to the
substrate roughness) confirms that an MPL creates a smoother surface for GDE
fabrication and in turn reduces the cell resistance.
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Table 4.4: MPL properties
Water contact angle ()

Roughness (µm)
Sa

Sq

GDS1120

8.79 ± 1.46

10.96 ± 1.72

122.05 ± 5.06

GDS2120

7.91 ± 0.57

9.53 ± 0.75

104.17 ± 8.10

Freudenberg C2

1.02 ± 0.12

1.29 ± 0.14

120.35 ± 16.19

Freudenberg C4

1.41 ± 0.33

1.81 ± 0.47

121.54 ± 4.27

Freudenberg C6

1.66 ± 0.21

2.25 ± 0.43

83.80 ± 5.26

Freudenberg C8

0.49 ± 0.12

0.64 ± 0.13

131.9 ± 12.84

LT 1200N

1.18 ± 0.22

1.51 ± 0.29

111.73 ± 18.14

LT 1200W

0.55 ± 0.13

0.78 ± 0.17

129.07 ± 13.76

SGL 10BC

0.41 ± 0.09

0.54 ± 0.12

121.16 ± 5.06

SGL 24BC

1.77 ± 0.12

2.53± 0.28

94.05 ± 3.06

SGL 25BC

0.81 ± 0.15

1.27 ± 0.31

-

SGL 34BC

0.82 ± 0.22

1.06± 0.28

89.07 ± 5.21

SGL 34DC

1.54 ± 0.23

2.15 ± 0.34

93.01 ± 7.00

SGL 35BC

1.48 ± 0.41

2.23 ± 0.68

.99± 3.39

4.2.3 POROSITY, TORTUOSITY AND PORE SIZE DISTRIBUTION
Porosity, tortuosity and pore size distribution are important factors in determining gas
and water transport through/in the GDL. The effective diffusion coefficient (Deff) can
be calculated using the measured values, which is an important parameter of the
GDL properties. Furthermore, the distribution and variation in pore sizes shown by
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the pore size distribution are important for their effect on the capillary pressure
driving the water out of the cell [179].
Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 show the wide variation in commercial GDL porosity and
tortuosity values. Porosity, tortuosity and average pore diameter values are listed in
Table 4.2. The table clearly shows that porosity and tortuosity are affected by the
presence of PTFE and MPL. Generally speaking, PTFE loading decreases the
porosity and tortuosity. The decrease in porosity is mainly due to the blockage and
narrowing of the pores and the decrease in tortuosity might be due to the blockage of
closed and longer pores leaving shorter open pores for permeability. Adding an MPL
introduces an extra layer with lower porosity and smaller pores resulting in a
decrease in the overall porosity and an increase in tortuosity.

Freudenberg

SGL XXBA

SGL XXBC/XXDC
Toray

P50
P50T
GDS1120

P75
P75T
GDS2120
LT 1200N
1071HCB
TCC2660

LT 1200W

30 %

40 %

50 %

60 %

TCC3250

70 %

80 %

GDL Porosity

Figure 4.9: Porosity of commercial GDLs (red font indicates GDLs with an MPL).
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LT1200N/W
SGL
XXBA

SGL XXBC/XXDC
Toray
P75T
1071HCB
TCC2660
TCC3250

1

P75
GDS2120
P50T
GDS1120

2

P50
Freudenberg

3

4

5

GDL Tortuosity

Figure 4.10: Tortuosity of commercial GDLs (red font indicates GDLs with an MPL).
Pore size distribution measurement is commonly determined by the coverage of the
volume of mercury intrusion over the range of pore diameters in the GDL material.
Table 4.2 also shows that the average pore diameter decreases with increasing
thickness (see the values for Toray GDLs); however, the bulk porosity seems to be
unaffected (Figure 4.9). The pore size distribution curve for the Toray samples show
larger pores in TGP H-030 and TGP H-060 with lower volume intrusion for the latter
one. TGP H-090 and TGP H-120 samples show a shift to smaller pore diameters.
This observation of high volume intrusion and pore size in TGP H-030 is interesting
and could be due to the very small thickness of the GDL (Figure 4.11). Here, the
porosity values for the Toray samples are in very good agreement with those
obtained by Fishman et al [61].
However, applying an MPL on the substrate changes the pore distribution as shown
in Figure 4.12. The figure shows that the curve peak shifts to lower pore size values
with less volume intrusion causing a significant decrease in the bulk porosity (Table
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4.2). Figure 4.13 shows the gradual change in the pore size distribution for the
substrate when loaded with PTFE and an MPL. A significant decrease in the
intrusion volume can be observed when the GDL is loaded with PTFE; this is also
manifested in the decrease in the bulk porosity. However, when the MPL is applied,
the GDL maintains constant bulk porosity. P50, P50T and GDS1120 also exhibit a
similar behaviour. This finding is very interesting and could be due to the structure of
the MPL as shown in Figure 4.8(e) and the surface roughness of the MPL in these
GDLs (Table 4.4). Furthermore, it was found that a decrease in the pore diameters
was observed with increasing PTFE loading from 5% to 20% (Figure 4.14) with
subsequent decrease in porosity values.

Figure 4.11: Pore size distribution change with GDL thickness in Toray samples –
full pore size distribution
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Figure 4.12: Pore size distribution change when adding a MPL for samples a)
SGL 25BA (without MPL) and SGL 25BC (with MPL) and b) SGL
35 BA (without MPL) and SGL 35BC (with MPL).
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Woven carbon cloths pore size distribution curves show a different trend to that of the
GDL papers (Figure 4.15). Volume intrusion can be observed on a wide base of pore
diameters that extends to high pore sizes. The results show that the three woven
GDLs with no MPL have the same bulk porosity. However, in the case of the
presence of an MPL in LT1200W, the curve follows the same trend but with lower
intrusion volume. Furthermore, an additional sharp high peak at low pore diameter is
observed which is not present in the case of carbon papers. The volume intrusion
peak at low pore diameter presents the pores in the MPL of the GDL. Again, the bulk
porosity of this GDL is significantly lower than the other woven types.

Figure 4.13: Pore size distribution gradual change with PTFE loading in the absence
and presence of MPL; P75 (Unteflonated substrate), P75T (Teflonated
substrate), GDS2120 (Teflonated substrate with an MPL)
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Figure 4.14: GDL pore size distribution change with PTFE loading increase; 34BC
with 5 wt% PTFE loading, and 34DC with 20 wt% PTFE loading.

Figure 4.15: Pore size distribution for commercial woven GDL.
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4.2.4 PERMEABILITY
In this study, GDL permeability was measured using the mercury intrusion method.
Therefore, the values reported here correspond to both through-plane and in-plane
permeability of the GDL. This method is limited to calculating the absolute
permeability with the assumption of uniform cylindrical connected pores. The GDL
permeability varies in the through-plane and in-plane directions; therefore, the values
reported in this work are used as indicative values for qualitative comparison.
These values show that the presence of MPL, the fibre density, thickness and PTFE
loading, affect the permeability of the GDL as shown in Fig. 4.16. The addition of the
MPL results in a decrease in the permeability of the GDL. Furthermore, it can be
observed that the Freudenberg samples have low permeability compared to all other
GDL samples due to the high fibre density in the GDL structure. It is interesting to
note that (i) the permeability of the P50 and P75 increase with PTFE loading in P50T
and P75T, which may be due to the decrease in tortuosity, and (ii) Toray papers
permeability decrease with increasing thickness. Unexpectedly, woven GDLs show
relatively lower permeability compared to some paper type GDLs.
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Figure 4.16: GDL permeability as measured using mercury porosimeter. The arrows
mark GDLs with an MPL.

4.2.5 SURFACE WATER CONTACT ANGLE (HYDROPHOBICITY)
The hydrophobicity or hydrophilicity of a substrate is a material and surface structure
related property; the two parameters describe the strength or weakness of the bonds
created between the substrate and the water molecules in contact. They determine
the behaviour of water within the GDL and the ease of its transport through it.
Hence, the GDL has an important role in water management and liquid water
removal from the MEA. Contact angle measurement is a powerful diagnostic for
understanding the interaction of GDL material with water.
In the experiments, both hydrophobic (water contact angle > 90º) and hydrophilic
(water contact angle < 90º) GDL surfaces were observed (Figure 4.17), with a
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majority of them being hydrophobic. For most commercial GDLs, the MPL shows
higher water angle (more hydrophobic) than that of the substrate. However, an
interesting feature for the Sigracet GDLs is that the MPL has a lower water contact
angle (less hydrophobic) than the substrate itself (Fig. 4.17).
It is important to note that the surface water contact angle depends upon both the
hydrophobicity of the material and the roughness of the surface. Therefore, the
increase in hydrophobicity on the substrate side could be due to its high roughness.
The values of water contact angle for both the substrates and the MPLs are listed in
Tables 4.2 and 4.4 respectively. The values reported here are within the value range
reported for the various samples in the literature [111,115]. This method of
measuring the hydrophobic/ hydrophilic property of the GDL has its limitation
because of the effect of the structure on the values obtained. Other methods, such as
GDL water adsorption and fibres contact angle, need to be explored to study the
hydrophobicity of the fibres and pores.
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Figure 4.17: Water contact angle for commercial GDLs and their MPLs.

4.2.6 ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY AND CONTACT RESISTANCE
The contact resistance between the GDL and the BPP varies with; (i) the flow field
plate material, (ii) the GDL material, (iii) the flow field design (ratio of land to
channels) and (iv) the clamping pressure. The change in resistance with clamping
pressure is shown in Figure 4.18. The figure shows samples of straight fibre and felt
fibre papers and woven fibre cloths. It is important to mention that compression has
a partially irreversible effect on the GDL due to deformation. This can be seen when
measuring the contact resistance of samples at the pre-conditioning stage. The
contact resistance decreases with each compression until it reaches stabilisation,
usually after 3 to 5 compression cycles [25].
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Figure 4.18: Contact resistance change with clamping pressure
Figure 4.19 shows the GDL contact resistance at 1.5 and 2.5 MPa (clamping
pressures reported in the literature) [81]. The figure shows that the contact
resistances of P50/P75 and P50T/P75T increase when the samples contain PTFE in
the substrate. Furthermore, the Toray GDLs show a small increase in contact
resistance with the increase in thickness, agreeing with the increase noticed between
P50 and P50T in comparison with P75 and P75T. Toray H-030, however, shows a
high value for its contact resistance despite the very low thickness of the GDL. This
can be explained by the possible contact between the graphite plates in the test
through the very thin porous structure of the GDL. The increase in resistance with
thickness increase may be due to the increase in the through-plane resistance of the
GDL with thickness. The woven cloth 1071HCB has significantly high contact
resistance (see Table 4.2) compared to all other GDL samples; however, it exhibits a
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fairly low in-plane resistance. Tenax woven samples have shown comparable values
to those obtained for paper GDLs. The values obtained fall within the range reported
by Mishra et al. [125] and Zhang et al.[180].

Figure 4.19: Commercial GDL contact resistance with POCO graphite plate at
1.5MPa and 2.5MPa
For the in-plane resistance measurements, the resistance (R) was measured at
various locations along the GDL strip samples yielding a straight line (Figure 4.20),
the slope of which represents the resistance per unit distance. The resistivity (in
Ω.m) of the GDL was then calculated using Ohm’s Law as shown in Equation 3.1.
Here, it can be noticed that the plot does not go through the origin (0,0); this is due to
the contact resistance between the GDL surface and micro-ohmmeter measurement
rods.
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Figure 4.20: Toray H-030 strip resistance change with distance
The results of the in-plane resistivity experiments (Figure 4.21) show low values for
the woven GDLs, which can be explained by the uniform interconnection between the
fibres allowing electrons to flow through the GDL ‘easily’. In the same manner, felt
fibre GDL papers exhibit lower in-plane resistivity values due to electrical connections
created by the three dimensional structure across the GDL thickness, rather than the
layered webs that are interconnected on contact points at each layer.
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`

Figure 4.21: In-plane resistivity of various GDL materials
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A trend in the in-plane resistance can be observed (Figure 4.21) for the Ballard P50
and P70 substrates group. For example, the resistance decreases with PTFE
loading but also increases in the presence of an MPL. This interesting finding
suggests that possibly some of the MPL penetrates through the substrate, in turn
covering some fibres and hence insulating them due to the presence of PTFE and
therefore increasing the resistivity. The reason for the decrease in resistivity with
PTFE loading is not clear. It can be suggested that the PTFE works as a binder when
applied and enhances the contact between the fibres in the GDL. A similar
observation was made by Ismail et al [181] when increasing PTFE loading in the
MPL. Several suggestions were made by the authors to explain this observation;
however, the suggestions were not backed up with clear experimental results.
Therefore, it is felt that more experimental research is required to explore the reason
for this.
In-plane resistivity values for Toray shows the lowest resistivity for GDL papers. This
could be due to a high graphitisation level of the GDL fibres which enhances the
electrical conductance of the substrate. It is also shown that the GDL resistivity
decreases with GDL thickness which can be explained by the increase of the bulk
density of the GDL. This observation suggests that higher fibre density provides a
larger bulk for electron transfer. On the other hand, the in-plane resistivity values of
C4 and C8 are higher than those of C2 and C6. Knowing the fact that C2 and C4 are
based on the same substrate and similarly for C6 and C8, this finding suggests that
the increase in resistivity is directly related to the MPL properties. The resistivity
values are in agreement with the values reported by Williams et al [9].
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4.3 CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter, the data of important ex-situ parameters of commercial GDLs used in
PEFC are reported. The results indicate that there is a relationship between the GDL
properties, substrate structure, PTFE and MPL loading. It was found that PTFE
loading in the GDL decreases porosity and resistivity; however, it increases
tortuosity, permeability and hydrophobicity. Adding an MPL to the GDL substrate
results in a further decrease in porosity and permeability and increase in tortuosity
and resistivity. Furthermore, different MPL structures were observed and the
variations on their effect on the surface roughness and hydrophobicity were
investigated. It was also shown that the contact resistance between the GDL and the
POCO flow field plate increases with thickness and PTFE loading. The study shows
the need for more research to be done to explore the effect of PTFE on the GDL to
assist in explaining the changes in its other properties. Moreover, new methods for
measuring GDL characteristics are needed to eliminate errors due to the
assumptions made in the design of testing setups.
This chapter offers values and parameters for a wide range of GDL properties that
are required for PEFC designers and modellers. A complete study of ex-situ
characterisation of GDLs coupled with GDL modelling and in-situ testing will assist
GDL manufacturers in developing GDLs with higher performance for the various fuel
cell applications, and will lead to the development of GDL selection criteria for PEFC
applications.
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CHAPTER FIVE
THE EFFECT OF CLAMPING PRESSURE ON GAS
DIFFUSION LAYER PERFORMANCE IN POLYMER
ELECTROLYTE FUEL CELLs
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CHAPTER 5:

THE EFFECT OF CLAMPING PRESSURE ON GAS
DIFFUSION LAYER PERFORMANCE IN POLYMER
ELECTROLYTE FUEL CELLs

Clamping pressure applied in Polymer Electrolyte Fuel Cell (PEFC) assembly is
known to have a significant effect on performance. Compression applied on the
Membrane Electrode Assembly (MEA) deforms the Gas Diffusion Layer (GDL) and
causes a decrease in the GDL thickness, porosity and electrical resistance. These
changes in the GDL properties have a significant influence on the MEA performance.
In this study, three sets of GDLs were tested in-situ under varying clamping pressure
levels to demonstrate the difference in the GDL behaviour with compression, and to
optimize the MEA clamping pressure.
The study focuses on the changes in the performance of MEAs with various types of
GDLs, and uses the parameters reported in chapter 4 to interpret the behaviour of
the MEA under compression. The method used in the study has been applied to the
different types of GDLs reported in chapter 4. A selected range is reported here to
focus the study on the behaviour change with the change in selected GDL properties.

5.1 SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTS
A range of commercially available GDL materials were selected to study the effect of
the GDL deformation with compression on the MEA performance. The samples are
divided into 3 sets with the variation in thickness, density and fibres structure. Table
5.1 shows the three sets of GDLs and their properties. The properties of the GDLs
are discussed in detail in chapter 4.
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PTFE sheets were used as a gasket. Four different gasket thicknesses were used for
the in-situ test; 100, 150, 200 and 250 µm. This is to control the level of GDL
thickness deformation. The gasket thicknesses are referred to as G100, G150, G200
and G250 respectively.

5.1.1 EX-SITU TESTING
A compressibility test was conducted using a controlled compression device (Instron
5848 MicroTester). The test measures the change in the GDL and gasket thickness
under pressure applied. The samples were cut into squares with 4 cm 2 area. Force
was applied on the samples with an increment of 50 N.min-1, and then the axial
deformation was measured. The samples were conditioned by cycling the applied
force up to maximum pressure 3 times before conducting the test to reduce the effect
of irreversible deformation as discussed in chapter 4. The average value of
deformation for the 3 samples of each material is reported. The paper attached in
Appendix A4 from collaborative work with University College London (UCL)
complements the work reported in this chapter.
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Table 5.1: GDL samples properties

Variable

Thickness

Thickness

Density

(µm)

(g.cm-3)

Straight fibre paper

190

0.43

Toray H-090

Straight fibre paper

280

0.49

Toray H-120

Straight fibre paper

370

0.49

SGL 24BC

Straight fibre paper

235

0.44

SGL 25BC

Straight fibre paper

235

0.34

SGL 34BC

Straight fibre paper

315

0.41

SGL 35BC

Straight fibre paper

325

0.31

LT 1200W

Woven cloth

275

0.50

LT 1200N

Straight fibre paper

185

0.39

SGL 34BC

Straight fibre paper

315

0.41

SGL 10BC

Felt paper

420

0.36

GDL type

Fibre structure

Toray H-060

Density

Structure

5.1.2 IN-SITU CHARACTERISATION
MEA fabrication
The GDL materials studied were used to fabricate the cathode electrodes. The
catalyst ink was prepared using commercially available 45.6 wt % Pt/C powder
(Tanaka Kikinzoku Kogyo), Nafion 10 wt% solution (Ionpower) and isopropanol
(Sigma Aldrich) as a solvent [182]. The ink was hand painted on the GDL to produce
a GDE. The fabricated Gas Diffusion Electrodes (GDEs) had an average Pt loading
of 0.45 ± 0.05 mg.cm-2. A Johnson Mathey (JM) commercial GDE (GDS 00165) was
used for the anode electrode and Nafion N212 for the membrane. The prepared
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anode and cathode GDEs were assembled with the membrane using hot pressing at
125˚C for 2 minutes under 1800N load.
In-situ testing
The MEAs were assembled as single cells with single serpentine graphite flow field
plates (FFPs). This is done using a Paxi-Tech single cell fixture with 8 bolts tightened
at 5 N.m torque. The cell is then tested using a Bio-logic test station (FCT-50S) under
the operating conditions listed in Table 5.2. All cells were conditioned at steady state
at 0.6V at 70ºC with 100% RH at both anode and cathode sides. Open Circuit
Voltage (OCV) and polarisation (IV) curves for each cell were obtained.
Each MEA was tested under 4 levels of compression, using the four different gasket
thicknesses, starting with the thickest gasket (250 µm) (lowest compression) down to
the (100 µm) (maximum compression) to avoid any effect of irreversible deformation
due to the high compression.
Table 5.2: Fuel cell test operating conditions
Parameter

Value

Temperature

70.0 ± 0.5 ˚C

Back pressure

2.0 ± 0.1Bar

Hydrogen flow rate

120 mL.min-1

Stoichiometry

1.4

Air flow rate

300 mL.min-1

Stoichiometry

2.5
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5.2 RESULTS
5.2.1 EX-SITU TESTING: COMPRESSIBILITY MEASUREMENT
The samples were conditioned by force cycling to maximum pressure of 2.4 MPa.
The results show a significant irreversible deformation in the GDL thickness in the
first compression cycle. This irreversible deformation becomes negligible and the
GDL thickness stabilizes after the 5th cycle. This is in agreement with the work done
in collaboration with UCL university and jointly published in [90] (Appendix A5). The
gasket material, however, shows a reversible behaviour with compression and
maintains its original thickness after compression cycling. Moreover, the PTFE
gasket material shows no irreversible change in its thickness and a very small
deformation with compression. The incompressibility of the gasket material allows the
use of the gasket to control the thickness deformation of the GDL when used in-situ
in the MEA.
As shown in Figure 5.1, the samples’ thickness decreases non-linearly with
compression; the thickness drops sharply at first, then gradually the rate decreases
as pressure builds up. The sharp drop in the GDL thickness in the first stage of
increasing the pressure can be explained by its porous structure. Deformation of the
GDL thickness initially can be achieved with low force, as the structure’s resistance to
deformation is low. As the GDL thickness decreases, its bulk density increases and
porosity decreases, this results in an increase in the GDL resistance to deformation
and therefore a faster increase in the pressure with lower displacement.
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Figure 5.1: The change in GDL thickness with clamping pressure
Table 5.3 shows the irreversible change in the GDL thickness and the thickness of
the GDLs at selected pressure values. The results show that the level of the
irreversible deformation in the GDL thickness is dependent on the GDL density and
structure, however, independent of the thickness.
When comparing the different GDL structures, it is noticed that the woven GDL does
not show significant irreversible change in its thickness in comparison with the nonwoven GDLs. The irreversible deformation of non-woven structures was measured to
be up to 35% of the GDL thickness after conditioning. The felt GDL also shows a
high irreversible deformation with compression. The highest irreversible deformation
can be seen for SGL 35BC (32%) followed by SGL 10BC (26%), and the least for
SGL 34BC (5%).
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Table 5.3: GDL thickness change with compression

GDL type

Thickness
at 0.0 MPa
(µm)

Thickness
after
conditioning
(deformation)
at 0.0 MPa
(µm)

Thickness at
0.5 MPa (µm)

Thickness at
1.5 MPa (µm)

Thickness at
2.5 MPa (µm)

Toray H-060

190

160

134

116

105

Toray H-090

280

250

226

209

198

Toray H-120

370

340

280

248

220

SGL 24BC

260

210

196

181

173

SGL 25BC

260

190

174

157

148

SGL 34BC

340

300

275

247

235

SGL 35BC

340

230

176

155

144

LT1200W

275

260

204

175

162

LT1200N

185

140

120

100

90

SGL 34BC

315

300

275

247

235

SGL 10BC

420

310

255

227

213

The GDL bulk density has the most significant effect on the GDL irreversible
deformation with compression. This explains the very high irreversible deformation of
SGL 35BC in comparison to all other GDLs due to its low bulk density.
Toray GDLs show constant deformation in the thickness regardless of the GDL
original thickness. The different GDLs show parallel trend lines of decreasing
thickness with compression with a deviation equal to the difference in the GDL
thickness. The effect of the bulk density can be clearly seen when comparing the
pairs of SGL24BC/ SGL25BC and SGL34BC/ SGL35BC (see Table 5.1). GDLs with
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higher density show lower deformation level. This can be explained by the smaller
pore volume available and stronger structural support of high bulk density GDLs
which increases the GDL resistance to deformation.

5.2.2 IN-SITU TESTING
Three MEAs of each GDL type were fabricated and tested. The cells were tested
under 4 compression levels using the different gasket thicknesses. A polarization
curve and EIS curves were obtained for each test to study the effect of compression
on the cells performance.
In general, the results show that with the increase of compression (the decrease of
the gasket thickness), the performance of the cell shows an increase up to an
optimum performance, this is followed by a decrease in the performance with the
increase in compression. The polarization curves show a decrease in the ohmic
losses (slope of the curve) due to the decrease in the electrical contact resistance
and then an increase in mass transport losses with the increase in compression. EIS
confirms the decrease in cell ohmic resistance (the curves intersect with the x-axis)
with increasing compression until reaching a level when the value of cell resistance
stabilizes and the change is negligible. The EIS curves also show the change in
mass transport ability with increasing compression. After reaching the optimum level
of compression, the mass transport losses increase with increasing compression,
which is shown by the expansion of the second semicircle of the curve at high current
density. Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show an example of the change of performance and EIS
curves with compression for an MEA using SGL 25BC GDL at the cathode. The IV
curves for all other MEAs discussed are listed in Appendix A4.
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Figure 5.2: Change in GDL performance with compression for an MEA using SGL
25BC GDL; compression increases moving from G250 to G100.
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Figure 5.3: Change in EIS curve with compression for the MEA using SGL 25BC
GDL at (a) low current density (0.1 A.cm-2), and (b) high current density
(1.0 A.cm-2).
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The results for the MEAs using the different Toray GDLs ((a) H-060, (b) H-090 and
(c) H-120) (Figures 5.4 (a), 5.4 (b) and 5.4(c)) show an optimum performance at
different gasket thickness. It can be noted that the mass transport losses region
starts to appear at a certain compression level before which ohmic losses dominate
the behaviour of the cell. The MEAs show an optimum performance for H-120, H-090
and H060 with G200, G150 and G150 respectively. The change in the performance
with the gasket thickness appears to be relatively greater for H-060 than that for H090 and H-120. This is due to the low thickness of H-060 which prevents proper
contact between the GDL and the FFP at high gasket thickness (Figures 5.4 (a),
5.4 (b) and 5.4(c)).
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Figure 5.4: Change in the performance of (a) H-060, (b) H-090, and (c) H-120 as a
cathode GDL with the change of gasket thickness.
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The performance of LT1200W shows a decrease in the performance with the
decrease of gasket thickness. The curves show that there is no significant change in
the ohmic losses; however, a significant loss can be seen due to mass transport. The
cell didn’t seal with G100 due to the high thickness and bulk density of the woven
GDL. In contrast, LT1200N shows approximately a 9-fold increase in the
performance of the MEA when decreasing the thickness (Figure 5.5 (a)). The results
show a decrease in cell resistance and the gradual appearance of the mass transport
region. A crossing point at high current density is observed between curves for G100
and G150. This is due to the increase of mass transport losses with compression. It
is interesting to note that G100 shows higher peak power than G150 but has lower
maximum current (Figure 5.5 (a) and 5.5 (b)).
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Figure 5.5: Change in the performance of (a) LT1200N and (b) LT1200W as a
cathode GDL with the change of gasket thickness.
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SGL 10BC shows an interesting performance as the change in the gasket thickness
results in relatively low change in the performance. Again, the MEA has its maximum
power density at a lower maximum current performance (Figure 5.6 (a)). SGL 24BC
shows a maximum performance with G200 gasket. The cell shows a clear increase
and then a drop of performance with the decreasing of the gasket thickness. Here the
mass transport effect is clear with a significant decrease in the performance when
changing from G200 to the G150. SGL 25BC shows a gradual decrease in the MEAs
resistance with the decreasing of the gasket thickness (Figure 5.6 (b) and 5.6 (c)).
The cell shows very little mass transport loss. SGL 25BC also shows a gradual
increase in the performance with the drop of resistance losses. The cell performs the
best with G100. SGL 34BC and SGL 35BC show similar behaviour to SGL 24BC
and SGL 25BC. The change in the performance of SGL 35BC with compression is
more prominent than that of SGL 34BC. The optimum performance of SGL34BC is
with G150 and with G100 for SGL 35BC (Figures 5.6 (d) and 5.6 (e)).
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Figure 5.6: Change in the performance of (a) SGL 10BC, (b) SGL 24BC,
(c) SGL25BC (d) SGL34BC (e) SGL35BC as a cathode GDL with
changing gasket thickness

5.3 DISCUSSION
The pressure applied on the GDL causes an axial reversible and irreversible
deformation of its thickness. Therefore, this change in thickness results in an
increase in the GDL density and a decrease in its porosity. The change in the GDL
porosity has a direct effect on the cell water management.
In the in-situ test setup, the clamping force applied by the torque wrench on the bolts
results in a total pressure applied on the back of the FFPs. This has been measured
to be around 10kN. Due to the very low compressibility of the gasket material
(deformation in thickness of up to 5µm at 2.4 MPa), its thickness is used to control
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the pressure applied on the GDL and the deformation in the GDL. It is important to
note that the test has its limitations due to the resolution of the change in the gasket
thickness (50µm). Therefore, the optimum GDL deformation due to compression is
within a range around the value measured in the test.

5.3.1 CHANGE IN THE MEA PERFORMANCE WITH COMPRESSION FOR
DIFFERENT GDL THICKNESSES
Figure 5.7 shows the change in the maximum power and current density with the
change of the gasket thickness for Toray H-120, H-090 and H-060. It shows that the
optimum gasket thickness corresponds to the GDL thickness; thicker GDLs require
thicker gaskets for optimum performance. The results also show a significant change
in the performance of H-060 MEA in comparison to that for H-090 and H-120. This
can be explained by the limited contact between the GDL and the FFP at high gasket
thickness. This results in high electrical contact resistance that decreases with higher
compression (lower gasket thickness) and therefore increases the MEA performance.
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Figure 5.7: The effect of compression on the maximum power and current densities
for GDLs with different thicknesses; H-060 (190 µm), H-090 (280 µm),
and H120 (370 µm).
Figure 5.8 shows the change in the ohmic resistance for the same MEAs; the ohmic
resistance decreases till it reaches a value when changes become insignificant. This
is in agreement with the trend reported in the ex-situ measurements in chapter 4.
Here, we can see that the ohmic losses do not play any role in the change in the
MEA performance after a certain level of compression. This confirms that after
reaching the optimum compression value, mass transport becomes the limiting factor
in the performance of the MEA.
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Figure 5.8: The effect of compression on the Ohmic resistance for MEAs using
GDLs with different thicknesses; H-060 (190 µm), H-090 (280 µm), and
H120 (370 µm).

5.3.2 CHANGE IN THE MEA PERFORMANCE WITH COMPRESSION FOR
DIFFERENT GDL DENSITIES
Figure 5.9 shows that GDLs with lower bulk density require higher thickness
deformation in order to achieve optimum performance. It is interesting to note that the
change in the performance of the high density GDLs is relatively lower than that of
lower density GDLs. Moreover, GDLs with lower density appear to achieve
significantly higher performance (power density) and can reach to higher maximum
current densities.
GDLs with lower bulk density have higher porosity; hence, the GDL can afford higher
thickness deformation while maintaining sufficient pore volume for good water and
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reactant transport. This can explain the optimum performance for low density GDLs
at higher compression with lower mass transport losses.
The effect of porosity can also be noted from the change in the maximum current
density with the change of the gasket thickness. GDLs with lower bulk density have a
higher ability for water transport at high compression and therefore higher maximum
current density.
Curves in Figure 5.10 show the change in the ohmic resistance for the MEAs. GDLs
with lower density have a bigger drop in resistance with increasing compression
which explains the more significant change in lower bulk density GDLs until it
reaches the optimum performance and mass transport becomes the dominating
factor.
These results indicate that at a certain current density, a minimum pore volume is
required to maintain a constant flow of reactants to the active sites, and adequate
water management. Below that limit, water transport losses start to appear on the
polarisation curve and porosity becomes a limiting factor for the MEAs performance.
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Figure 5.9: The effect of compression on the maximum power and current densities
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Figure 5.10: The effect of compression on Ohmic resistance for MEAs using; (a)
SGL 24BC and SGL25BC, and (b) SGL34BC and SGL35BC.
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5.3.3 CHANGE IN THE MEA PERFORMANCE WITH COMPRESSION FOR
DIFFERENT GDL STRUCTURES
LT1200W and LT1200N GDLs were used to study the difference in behaviour of
woven and non-woven GDLs under compression (see Fig. 5.11). The structure of the
fibres in the GDL has a significant effect on the GDL’s compressibility. The woven
structure allows a higher bulk density to be achieved, which results in a higher ability
to resist pressure deformation. Due to the relatively high thickness and low
compressibility of the woven GDL, the increase in compression by decreasing the
GDL thickness results in a decrease in the performance, however, the change is
insignificant. On the other hand, the non-woven GDL with its low thickness and
higher compressibility achieves its optimum performance with lower gasket thickness
to achieve sufficient compression. Figure 5.12 shows that the significant change in
the non-woven GDL performance is due to decrease in the ohmic resistance. The
large initial ohmic resistance is due to the bad contact between the GDL and FFP. It
is important to note that although valid, the comparison between the woven and nonwoven GDL structure in this case has its limitations due to the difference in thickness
and density of the GDLs.
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Figure 5.11: The effect of compression on the maximum power and current densities
for MEAs using woven (LT1200W) and non-woven (LT1200N) GDLs
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Figure 5.12: The effect of compression on the ohmic resistance for MEAs using
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It is interesting to note that the optimum performance for both structures is very
comparable although achieved with different gasket thicknesses. This shows that
comparable results can be obtained by the different GDL types, and other properties
of the GDL might have a more significant effect on the MEA performance.
Figure 5.13 compares the performance of SGL10BC (felt structure) and SGL 34BC
(straight fibre structure) GDLs. When comparing the felt and straight fibres structure,
it is noted that SGL 10BC has a relatively stable (constant) performance with
compression compared to the clear drop in the performance of SGL 34BC with
compression. This can be due to the ability of the felt structure to maintain its open
porous structure arrangement with compression despite the big change in thickness.
Figure 5.14 shows the change in the resistance with compression for both GDLs is
very small and would not have a significant effect on the MEA performance.
However, SGL10BC shows higher performance and higher values for the maximum
current density. This can be explained by its stable porous structure that supports the
transport of reactants and water management under compression.
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5.4 Conclusions
The optimization of clamping pressure for PEFC is proven to be crucial for the
optimization of the MEA performance. The GDL is the main component in the MEA
affected by clamping pressure. Although this has been discussed in various studies,
however, an optimization method has not been developed.
In this chapter, the behaviour of GDLs with various properties was discussed to form
the basis for a clamping pressure optimization method. It is found that the optimum
clamping pressure of the GDL is independent of the GDL thickness. The density and
structure of the GDL, however, influences the MEA’s behaviour with compression
significantly. It was demonstrated that the effect of clamping pressure is more
prominent on GDLs with lower substrate bulk density. High bulk density substrate
shows a relatively small change in performance with clamping pressure. However,
GDLs with lower bulk density require higher level of compression with higher
deformation to achieve optimum performance. Moreover, the structure of the GDL
substrate affects the behaviour of the substrate under compression and therefore the
change in the MEA performance under compression.
It is also clear from the study that up to the optimum compression, the main
parameter affecting the performance of the cell is the ohmic resistance. At
compressions higher than the optimum compression, the change in ohmic resistance
becomes negligible and mass transport effect increases, causing the drop in the cell
performance. Therefore, in GDLs with a structure that can maintain sufficient pore
structure at high compression, high GDL deformation was achieved, maintaining high
performance and maximum current density.
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CHAPTER SIX
IN-SITU CHARACTERISATION OF GAS DIFFUSION
LAYERS
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CHAPTER 6:

IN-SITU CHARACTERISATION OF GAS DIFFUSION
LAYERS

Gas Diffusion Layer (GDL) properties are dependent on the materials, structure and
composition used in fabrication. As discussed in chapter 4, changes in one of the
GDL parameters will result subsequently in changes in various properties. Therefore,
optimising a GDL design is a multi-variable problem that requires a clear
understanding of the effect of each property on the performance.
In this chapter, GDL samples are divided into sets in order to minimise the number of
variables in the GDL properties affecting the MEA performance. Three MEAs of each
type were fabricated to ensure repeatability and reduce the effect of fabrication error
on the performance.
The MEAs were tested under optimized cell clamping pressure conditions and under
fixed operating conditions. The polarization curves for the MEAs in each set were
compared and changes in the performance were discussed in light of the ex-situ
properties of the GDL. The ohmic and the mass transport regions of the polarization
curve are at focus, as the GDL plays a main role in the transport of electrons,
reactants and products within in the cell.

6.1 SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTS
6.1.1 SAMPLES
A selected range of commercial woven cloth and non-woven GDL samples were
used in this study. The samples studied are of multi-variant nature; therefore, the
samples are studied and discussed in the results section within sets to explore the
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effect of one variable at a time. Table 6.1 summarises the samples within each set
for study. The properties of these GDLs can be found in chapter 4.

Table 6.1: Sets of GDL samples
Variable

GDL samples

Thickness

Toray H-060, H-090 and H-120
SGL 24BC and SGL 25BC

Density
SGL 34BC and SGL 35BC
Woven: ETEK LT1200W and Non-woven: ETEK LT1200N
Structure

Straight fibre non-woven: SGL 34BC and Felt fibre nonwoven: SGL 10BC

6.1.2 IN-SITU TESTING
The GDL samples were used to fabricate the cathode gas diffusion electrodes
(GDEs), while commercial Johnson Matthey (JM) GDE (GDS00165) was used for the
anode. The cathode GDE was fabricated by hand painting the catalyst ink on the
GDL. The catalyst ink was prepared using commercially available 45.6 wt % Pt/C
powder (Tanaka Kikinzoku Kogyo), 10 wt % Nafion (Ionpower) solution and
isopropanol (Sigma Aldrich). The average Pt loading on the fabricated GDLs was
0.45 ± 0.05 mg.cm-2. The GDEs were assembled with a Nafion N212 membrane and
hot pressed for 2 minutes at 1800 N at 120ºC. The cells had a circular active area
with a diameter of 3.8 cm. The MEAs were tested in a single cell housing under
optimized clamping pressure using a Bio-logic test station (FCT-50S). The cells were
operated with hydrogen and air for the anode and cathode, respectively. The test
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was conducted at 70ºC cell temperature and 2 bar gauge back pressure (see table
6.2). The cells were operated at fully humidified (100% RH) conditions at both anode
and cathode to increase the water transport demand on the GDL.

Table 6.2: Fuel cell operating conditions
Parameter

Value

Temperature

70.0 ± 0.5 ˚C

Back pressure

2.0 ± 0.1Bar

Hydrogen flow rate

120 mL.min-1

H2 Stoichiometry

1.4

Air flow rate

300 mL.min-1

Air stoichiometry

2.5

Three MEAs of each GDL type were fabricated and tested in order to ensure
repeatability of the results. The results show consistent performance for the MEAs of
the same GDL sample with up to ±5% cell potential variation at 1.0 A.cm-2. A
polarization curve (IV curve) and EIS curves at different current densities were
obtained for each MEA to study the GDL performance in the MEA.
The discussion focuses on the ohmic and the mass transport regions of the
polarization curve as it is thought that the GDL mainly affects these two regions. The
current density achieved at 0.25V is referred to as the maximum current density and
is used as one of the indications to the mass transport ability of the GDL. The EIS
curves are used to identify the change in the MEA’s ohmic and mass transport
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properties with the change of the GDL and to assist in explaining the difference in the
MEA performance.

6.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results obtained were analyzed and discussed within sets; however, whenever
appropriate, the conclusions from different sets are drawn on to explain the cell
behaviour. It is important to note that the results discussed in this chapter are based
on tests under certain operating conditions and the behaviour of the cells at different
operating conditions might change dramatically.

6.2.1 THE EFFECT OF GDL THICKNESS ON THE PERFORMANCE
Toray GDLs were used to study the effect of the GDL thickness on the MEA
performance. The samples have different GDL substrate thickness with no MPL
applied. Ex-situ results show a minimal effect of the thickness on the other GDL
properties (see Table 6.3); the three samples have comparable density, water
contact angle, bulk porosity, and contact resistance with the flow field plate (FFP).
Therefore, the performance change in the performance of the MEA is a result of the
change in thickness.
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Table 6.3: GDL properties change with thickness [183]

Sample

Thickness
(µm)

Bulk

Surface

Density

roughness

(g.cm-3)

(µm)

Porosity

Permeability

(%)

(m2)

Water contact
angle
(º)

H-060

190

0.44

19.16 ±0.60

63.06

6.15 E -12

128.72 ± 9.10

H-090

280

0.44

17.89 ±0.42

67.16

4.53 E-12

138.43 ±7.63

H-120

370

0.45

17.31 ±0.83

61.77

3.90 E-12

120.04 ±1.03

Figure 6.1 shows the performance of the MEAs using the Toray GDLs. The figure
shows a decrease in the performance of the MEA with increasing GDL thickness.
The main effect of the GDL thickness is seen in the mass transport region. The three
MEAs show comparable ohmic resistance losses, however, the ohmic resistance
region is shortened for thicker GDLs because of the appearance of the mass
transport losses at lower current densities (see Figure 6.2).
The polarisation curves show that there is no effect of the GDL thickness on the MEA
electrical resistance, which is in agreement with the results obtained from the ex-situ
testing where it is shown that the change in through-plane resistance with thickness
is negligible. However, the water transport ability of the MEA is significantly affected
with the increase in the GDL thickness due to the decrease in the GDL permeability
[183] and the longer distance between the water formation sites and the flow
channels.
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Moreover, Figure 6.2 shows the EIS curves for the same MEAs at low (0.05 A.cm-2)
and intermediate current (0.5 A.cm-2) densities. The results support the finding from
the polarisation curves. The three MEAs have a comparable cell resistance of around
0.1 Ω.cm2 as shown from the low current density curve (Figure 6.2 (a)). However, at
intermediate current density the curve (Figure 6.2(b)) shows that the mass transport
resistance increases significantly with the increase in the GDL thickness, hence the
observed drop in the performance.

6.2.2 THE EFFECT OF GDL DENSITY ON THE PERFORMANCE
The effect of the bulk density of the substrate is studied here in 2 sets of GDLs; SGL
25BC/SGL 25BC and SGL 34BC/ SGL 35BC. In each set the GDLs have the same
thickness and water contact angle. However, as a result of the difference in the
materials density, GDLs with lower density have higher substrate porosity and higher
permeability (Table 6.4).

Table 6.4: GDL properties change with bulk density

Sample

Thickness
(µm)

Bulk

Surface

Density

roughness

(g.cm-3)

(µm)

Porosity

Permeability

(%)

(m2)

Water contact
angle
(º)

SGL 24BC

235

0.44

18.29 ±0.77

36.46

5.09 E -12

104.36 ±4.11

SGL 25BC

235

0.34

32.05 ±3.00

40.03

5.64 E-12

112.43 ±11.54

SGL 34BC

315

0.41

30.77 ±0.24

47.48

8.97 E-12

125.98 ±6.68

SGL 35BC

325

0.31

46.52 ±4.64

52.62

1.72 E-11

118.20 ±10.98
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Figure 6.3 shows that SGL 25BC and SGL 35BC achieve higher performance in
comparison with SGL 24BC and SGL 34BC respectively. The lower density GDLs
show higher water transport ability that allows operating to higher current densities.
This can be explained by the high porosity and the pore size distribution created
when applying the MPL on the substrate. The low density and high porosity of SGL
25BC and SGL 35BC with high mean pore size creates greater pore size gradient
between the MPL and substrate. This additionally supports the capillary force that
carries the water away from the catalyst layer to the flow field channels, hence an
improved water transport is observed. In addition, the high porosity of the substrate
allows higher clamping pressure to be applied to achieve maximum power density
without reducing the water transport ability. Moreover, the effect of the ohmic losses
seems to be negligible as the difference in GDL resistance after compression [183] is
extremely low in comparison to the overall cell resistance; the change in resistance
cannot be seen in the EIS measurement (Figure 6.4 (a)).
The EIS curves shown in Figure 6.4 (b) confirm the effect of the substrate density on
the GDL mass transport ability. The MEAs show comparable resistance; however, a
significant increase in the mass transport resistance is shown. Therefore, the results
here suggest that a GDL with lower bulk density can achieve higher MEA
performance and higher maximum current densities.
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Figure 6.3: PEFC performance for GDLs; (a) SGL 24BC and SGL 25BC with
densities of 0.44 g.cm-3 and 0.34 g.cm-3 respectively , (b) SGL 34BC
and SGL 35BC with densities of 0.41 g.cm-3 and 0.31 g.cm-3
respectively.
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6.2.3 THE EFFECT OF PTFE LOADING AND MPL APPLICATION ON THE
GDL PERFORMANCE
The performance of substrates with and without PTFE loading was compared. Three
sets of samples from 2 manufactures, namely; Freudenberg (H2315, H2315 I2) and
Ballard (P50, P50T, GDS1120, P75, P75T, and GDS2120) were tested (see Table
6.5). Each set consists of the same substrate before and after PTFE loading.
Freudenberg samples have a felt flexible structure, with low fibres graphitization
level; on the other hand, Ballard samples have a straight fibre structure with high
fibre graphitization. The properties of the GDLs are summarised in Table 6.5.

Table 6.5: GDL properties change with PTFE loading and MPL application

Sample

H2315

H2315 I2

P50

P50T
GDS1120
P75

P75T
GDS2120

PTFE and

Thickness

MPL

(µm)

No PTFE,
No MPL
PTFE, No
MPL
No PTFE,
No MPL
PTFE, No
MPL
PTFE, MPL
No PTFE,
No MPL
PTFE, No
MPL
PTFE, MPL

Bulk
Density
-3

(g.cm )

Porosity

Permeability

(%)

(m2)

Water contact
angle
(º)

210

0.54

-

-

117.00 ±3.48

210

0.54

-

-

124.33 ±4.29

170

0.36

48.7

9.21E-12

111.29 ±7.4

180

0.37

44.9

1.41E-11

113.58 ±0.47

210

0.40

44.8

4.73E-12

116.09 ±16.78

230

0.35

62.4

1.11E-11

107.48 ±7.48

255

0.36

59.9

1.31E-11

112.57 ±3.08

260

0.40

60.2

6.06E-12

112.33 ±1.50
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The results show contradictory patterns; the performance of Freudenberg GDL is
enhanced with PTFE loading (Figure 6.5). H2315 has relatively a lower performance
than H2315 I2. The EIS curve (Figure 6.6) shows that the MEAs have a comparable
ohmic resistance value. However, the mass transport semicircle appears for the MEA
with H3215 at low current density (0.1A.cm-2), meaning the inability of the GDL to
transport the water produced away from the catalyst layer. At higher current density,
the mass transport resistance of H2315 increased significantly that the MEA’s overall
resistance is 4 times higher than that with H2315 I2. The unteflonated GDL seems to
retain liquid water within its pores, preventing sufficient flow of reactants to reach the
catalyst layer. The addition of PTFE to the substrate increases the hydrophobicity of
the porous structure and prevents blocking the pores with liquid water.
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On the other hand, an opposite behaviour is noticed with P50/P50T and P75/ P75T.
A significant drop in the performance is seen when comparing the teflonated
samples; P50T and P75T with the non-teflonated ones; P50 and P75 respectively.
Here, the loss in performance is related to both an increase in the ohmic and mass
transport resistance (see Figure 6.7).
This difference in the GDLs behaviour can be explained by looking at the properties
of the GDL fibres used. The fibres used in Freudenberg GDLs are not graphitised,
and that is clear from the mechanical flexibility of the fibres. However, un-graphitised
carbon is hydrophilic and would retain water within its structure. On the contrary,
Ballard GDLs are graphitized fibres, and this is reflected in the fragile mechanical
structure of the layer. Graphitization increases the hydrophobicity of carbon, hence
the good performance of the P50 and P75. The addition of PTFE to the graphitized
fibres resulted in an increase in the electrical contact resistance of the GDL with the
FFP as reported in chapter 4 and affected its mass transport properties by blocking
pores, hence the decrease in the performance of the Ballard GDLs.
Generally speaking, the addition of a MPL enhances the performance of the cell.
However, the effect of the MPL is influenced by the properties of the substrate it’s
applied on and the properties of the MPL. Figure 6.7 (a) and (b) show the change in
Ballard GDLs performance when the unteflonated substrate, teflonated substrate and
a teflonated substrate with a MPL. As mentioned earlier, the figures show a
significant drop in the performance of the MEA with the teflonated GDL. The
performance then increases when applying an MPL, however, the performance stays
lower than that of the non-teflonated substrate. This is an interesting performance as
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it is expected that the performance is enhanced with teflonation and the application of
the MPL. The EIS results reported in Figure 6.8 show the change in the ohmic and
mass transport characteristics of the MEA.
The MEA’s resistance decreases in the presence of the MPL and the mass transport
resistance also decreases significantly. The decrease in the resistance can be
explained by the enhancement of the connection between the fibres when adding the
MPL, as it provides a layer of conductive carbon that connects the surface of the
substrate together. The mass transport enhancement however, is due to the increase
in capillary forces in the MPL.
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Figure 6.7: PEFC performance for GDLs; (a) P50, P50T and GDS1120, and (b)
P75, P75T and GDS2120
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Moreover, when comparing the effect of applying the MPL on the performance of
24BA and 25BA, we can see that the performance of 25BA was enhanced
significantly in 25BC (Figure 6.9 (b)), however, the change in the performance
between 24BA and 24BC is much less (Figure 6.9 (a)). The enhancement in the
performance is again seen in the mass transport region. The application of an MPL
creates a layer of fine pores on the surface of the substrate which again has larger
pore size. The greater the difference between the MPL and the substrate, the greater
the capillary force created to move the water from the smaller pores to the larger
ones (Smaller pores in the MPL develop higher capillary pressure in comparison to
that in the larger pores; the pressure difference forces liquid water out from the MPL).
Hence, the effect of applying an MPL on 25BA, which has larger pore size, is more
pronounced than that occurred when applying a MPL on 24BA.

Table 6.6: GDL properties change with MPL application
Sample

MPL

Thickness
(µm)

Bulk
Density
(g.cm-3)

Porosity

Permeability

(%)

(m2)

Water contact
angle
(º)

SGL 24BA

No MPL

190

0.28

66.2

4.54E-11

97.70 ± 3.74

SGL 24BC

MPL

235

0.44

36.5

5.64E-12

104.36 ± 4.11

SGL 25BA

No MPL

190

0.21

47.5

8.97E-12

-

SGL 25BC

MPL

235

0.34

40.8

6.19E-12

112.43 ± 11.54
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Figure 6.9: PEFC performance for GDLs; (a) SGL 24BA and SGL 24BC (b) SGL
25BA and SGL 25BC. (XXBA has no MPL, and XXBC with MPL)
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Figure 6.10: EIS for MEAs with GDLs; SGL 25BA and SGL 25BC at (a) 0.1 A.cm-2
current density and (b) 1.0 A.cm-2 current density. (XXBA has no MPL,
and XXBC with MPL).
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6.2.5 THE EFFECT OF THE GDL STRUCTURE ON THE PERFORMANCE
The substrate structure of the GDL determines and controls many of its properties
and especially its performance. Therefore, studying the effect of the GDL structure on
the MEA performance is rather complex. The change in the MEA performance with
different GDL structures cannot be exclusively explained by the change of its
structure, but needs to be further explored by understanding the changes in other
properties as a result of the structural change.
In comparing GDL structures, woven and felt GDLs are compared to straight fibres
structure from the same manufacturer to limit variations due to the material and
fabrication process that may influence the performance.
A woven GDL (LT1200W) was compared to the non-woven LT1200N. The woven
GDL has a higher thickness with high bulk density; however significantly lower
porosity (Table 6.7). The MEAs show an almost identical performance. The results
presented in the literature are always in favour of woven GDL as producing a better
performance; however, the results here show that the performance of the MEAs is
comparable after optimizing the clamping pressure (See Figure 6.11). The MEAs
show no difference in the ohmic resistance or mass transport, although the mass
transport losses appear at lower current density for LT1200W and therefore achieve
lower maximum current density. The EIS curves in Figure 6.12 also confirm the
comparable ohmic resistance and mass transport properties of the two MEAs.
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Table 6.7: GDL properties change with the substrates structure
Thickness

Sample

(µm)

Bulk

Surface

density

roughness

(g.cm-3)

(µm)

Porosity

Permeability

(%)

(m2)

Water contact
angle
(º)

LT 1200N

185

0.39

22.02± 0.79

64.94

6.45E-12

90.19 ± 6.46

LT 1200W

275

0.50

-

31.83

4.98E-12

96.02 ± 0.45

SGL 10BC

420

0.36

31.29± 2.67

34.64

8.04E-12

122.29 ± 3.76

SGL 34BC

315

0.47

31.44± 2.75

40.82

6.91E-12

133.86 ± 2.22
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Figure 6.11: PEFC performance for GDLs LT1200W (woven) and LT1200N (non
woven)
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Figure 6.12: EIS for MEAs with GDLs; LT1200W (woven) and LT1200N (non woven)
at (a) 0.1 A.cm-2 current density and (b) 1 A.cm-2 current density.
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Although the results for the woven and non-woven GDLs might appear to contradict
what is reported in the literature (woven GDL supposedly having superior
performance over non-woven GDLs), when considering the effect of the other
variables (thickness and density), the result shows that woven GDLs potentially have
a higher performance. Hypothetically, it could be said that if woven and non-woven
GDLs that have the same thickness and density are compared, the woven GDL will
achieve a better performance and a higher maximum current density. However, one
of the main driving factors for producing non-woven GDLs in addition to the reduction
of cost and production complexity is to be able to achieve thinner and lower density
diffusion layers. Therefore, although such a comparison between the two structures
might enhance the understanding on the effect of the structure in the performance, it
might be not realistic from a manufacturing point of view.
SGL 10BC and SGL 34BC were used to compare between felt and straight fibres
structures. SGL 10BC has a felt structure which is described as a 3D structure due to
the way the fibres are distributed within the substrate in comparison to that of the
straight fibres. The 2D structure of straight fibres substrate consists of layers of fibre
webs assembled to produce the substrate. SGL 10BC has higher thickness and
lower porosity than SGL 34BC; however, it has a comparable density and the same
MPL (Table 6.7).
Figure 6.13 shows the performance of the MEAs with felt and straight structures.
SGL10BC shows a better mass transport ability (higher ability for water transport),
and therefore achieving higher maximum current density. The EIS curves in figure
6.14 explain the difference in the performance. The MEA with SGL 34BC has a lower
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resistance which explains the slightly higher potential of the MEA at low current
density. However; the MEA has a higher mass transport resistance (Figure 6.14 (b))
which explains the appearance of the mass transport losses at lower current density
in comparison with SGL 10BC. The good water management ability of SGL 10BC
can be attributed to the 3D structure of the substrate that creates and preserves
water channels within it for the transport of water out of the cell.
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Figure 6.13: PEFC performance for GDLs SGL 10BC (felt fibre structure) and SGL
34BC (straight fibre structure)
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Figure 6.14: EIS for MEAs with GDLs; SGL 10BC (felt fibre structure) and SGL
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A.cm-2 current density.
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Again, when comparing felt and straight fibre non-woven GDLs, the question of the
variation in the other properties needs to be addressed. Here, it can be noticed that
although the GDL with a felt structure has a higher density and thickness, it still
shows a better performance to that of the straight fibres structure. The results
suggest that a GDL with a felt structure with lower density and thickness may result in
a significant increase in the overall performance of the MEA.
In an overall look at the results of the in-situ testing of the GDLs and their effect on
the performance of the MEA, it is found that the main change in the MEA
performance occurs in the mass transport region of the polarisation curve. The effect
of the change in the electrical resistance of the GDL is low and the MEAs of the
various GDL types appear to have comparable ohmic resistance. This unapparent
effect of the electrical resistance in the MEA can be explained by the low electrical
resistance of the GDL (after compression optimization) in comparison to the
resistance of membrane that dominates the total MEA resistance. However, the
difference in the mass transport region between the MEAs is very clear and
pronounced and that is reflected in the performance of the cell. GDLs with better
mass transport ability achieve better performance and higher maximum current
density. The mass transport ability of the GDL is dependent on the thickness, density
and structure of the GDL substrate.
The results suggest that the MEA performance can be enhanced by using a GDL
with lower thickness and bulk density. The effect of the structure requires further
research to study the effect of thickness and porosity in the felt fibre structure and the
woven GDLs. However, from the obtained results, it can be suggested that the felt
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structure enhances the performance at high current density and allows achieving
higher maximum current density.

6.3 CONCLUSIONS
A selected range of commercial GDL materials were tested as cathode diffusion
media in PEFC. The effect of the GDL properties on PEFC performance was studied
at optimum clamping pressure for maximum power and current density. The study
shows that GDL properties significantly affect the mass transport properties of the
MEA. However, the study of the direct effect of GDL properties on the performance
is rather complex due to the many interrelated properties.
In the study, it was shown that the MEA performance decreases with an increase in
the GDL thickness due to the increase in the mass transport losses, however, the
ohmic losses appear to be unaffected. Also, GDL bulk density and porosity have an
effect on the performance. GDLs with lower bulk density achieve higher performance
and maximum current density. The substrates fibre structure has an effect on the
pore structure within the GDL and is strongly interrelated to the other properties of
the GDL. The felt 3D structure is found to preserve the pore structure within the
substrate, and therefore maintain good water transport ability and achieve relatively
high current density.
It is important to remember that the tests presented here are all done under a fully
humidified environment and steady state operation. The change in the operating
conditions and the load cycle would change the response of the GDL and the overall
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performance; hence the performance of these GDLs needs to be studied under these
conditions.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
SUMMARY
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CHAPTER 7:

SUMMARY

7.1 CONCLUSIONS
This study has contributed to achieving a better understanding of the effect of various
Gas Diffusion Layer (GDL) parameters on the performance of polymer electrolyte fuel
cells (PEFCs), as well as optimising the in-situ performance in the MEA for a wide
range of commercial GDL materials.
Commercially available GDL materials from the main suppliers were characterised
ex-situ to obtain consistent and comparable data to understand the differences
between the various samples. Characterisation was conducted using already
developed material property testing facilities. The results show a clear
interconnection between the different GDL properties and highlights the similarities
and differences between the examined samples.
GDL samples were also characterised in-situ as the cathode diffusion layer in an
MEA under controlled operating conditions and fully humidified anode and cathode
reactants stream. These conditions were selected to examine the transport capacity
of the GDL samples under an extreme water transport demand.
Recognising the significant effect of compression on the GDL performance, an
optimisation study has been conducted to examine the effect compression on the
GDL performance and the effect of thickness, density and structure on the optimum
compression ratio for maximum MEA power density. The deformation to the GDL
structure with compression has also been examined. The effect of compression ratio
on the samples was examined in terms of MEA performance and impedance change.
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The optimised in-situ performance of GDLs was studied in sets of samples to
understand the effect of the various parameters on the performance. The effect of
thickness, density, PTFE loading, MPL application and structure were studied. The
aim was to identify the significant parameters affecting the MEA performance. The
study shows that the mass transport ability of the GDL, which is influenced by its
thickness, density, structure, and hydrophobicity, has the highest effect on the
optimised MEA performance. The change in the electrical conductivity after
optimisation of the different samples has relatively an insignificant effect.
As a result of the conducted research the following conclusions can be made:


Optimization of GDL properties and clamping pressure within the MEA is
essential for achieving high performing PEFC. The GDL mainly affect the
mass transport properties of the MEA; after clamping pressure optimization,
the GDL contribution to ohmic losses becomes negligible in comparison to that
of the membrane, however, the mass transport properties of the GDL
becomes the limiting factor for reaching high current densities and
performance.



The mass transport ability of an MEA is related to the water management
properties of the GDL including its ability to retain water ensuring sufficient
humidification of the membrane, and transporting any excess water away from
the catalyst layer while maintaining enough open porous structure for the
transport of reactants to the catalyst active sites. This study shows that the
most significant properties of the GDL to achieve optimum water management
are the presence of an MPL, low bulk porosity of the GDL substrate, and
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minimum GDL thickness. The GDL wetting property (hydrophobicity/
hydrophilicity) is believed to have a significant effect on water management;
however, a more accurate method for measuring this property at the pore
structure level is required to quantitatively identify its effect on water
management.


From among the GDLs discussed, SGL 10BC shows the highest performance
and maximum current of all. This can be attributed to the felt structure that
seems to enhance the water management properties of the GDL.



The results reported in this study suggest that a double layer GDL with a felt
substrate structure of low bulk density and reduced thickness, and with an
MPL of fine pores can significantly enhance PEFC performance to achieve
higher power and current densities.

7.2 FUTURE WORK
In terms of further work on GDL materials, it is proposed that through a closely
collaborative effort between the various institutions working on GDL development, to
set a characterisation and testing standard. This will assist the exchange and
accumulation of knowledge. Moreover, novel methods of measuring some GDL
properties are required, namely, wetting properties, effective porosity under
compression and tortuosity.
The performance of the GDL in various PEFC operating conditions, namely,
temperatures, humidity and pressure is required. Currently, research is being
conducted at the University of Birmingham to explore GDL performance under higher
operating temperatures and lower reactants relative humidity. It is believed that the
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GDL properties required to achieve optimum performance at these conditions will be
different to what was found in this study.
Further work is also required to produce a selection procedure of GDL samples for
the various applications. This can be done through testing GDLs in-situ under
simulated operating conditions for the various applications to examine the effect of
GDL parameters on the performance. For instance, it is suggested to study the
transient response of GDLs for reactants and water transport under dynamic load
conditions.
Moreover, more work needs to be done on the design of the GDL substrate. The
results from this study indicate that a felt substrate with low bulk density, an
optimised low thickness, and an MPL with small carbon particles would result in a
significant enhancement in the performance. This was not possible in this study due
to the complexity of substrate fabrication and optimisation.
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APPENDICES

-1-

APPENDIX A1: GDL MANUFACTURERS DATASHEETS
A1.1 BALLARD GDLs DATASHEET
Refer to the hard copy

-2-

A1.2 SIGRACET GDLs DATASHEET
Refer to the hard copy

-3-

A1.3 TORAY GDLs DATASHEETS
Refer to the hard copy

-4-

A1.4 FREUDENBERG GDLs DATASHEET
Refer to the hard copy

-5-

A1.5 ETEK GDLs DATASHEET
Refer to the hard copy

-6-

APPENDIX A2: CATHODE ELECTRODE FABRICATION
Membrane electrode assemblies (MEAs) were fabricated for in-situ testing of GDL
performance. The MEAs were fabricated with an circular active area of 11.34 cm 2.
The ink formulation for electrode fabrication was calculated based on a 0.4 mg.cm-2
Pt loading using the following equations.

The actual loading of Pt on the GDE is calculated using the measured mass of the
GDE after catalyst application and drying the GDE, and the GDL before catalyst
application.

Table A2.1 lists the GDE samples fabricated, ink formulation and loading applying
the above equations. TKK commercial is used with Pt/Cwt% = 45.9%, Nafion solvent
concentration: 10% and IPA used as a solvent.

-7-

date

GDL type

Cathode
Mass
(GDL)

catalyst ink
Pt/C wt
Nafion
(mg)
Vol (µL)

Mass
(GDE)

Pt/C
type

Pt/C%

0.0724

TKK

45.9

12.6

TKK

45.9

Solvent type

Solvent
Vol (µL)

MEA
Area
(cm2)

Catalyst
loading
(mg.cm-2)

66

IPA_water

260_40

11.34

0.387864

12.7

66

IPA_water

260_40

11.34

0.443023

18/6/2012

P50

0.057633

18/6/2012

P50T

0.065467 0.082333

18/6/2012

GDS1120

0.0898

0.105367

TKK

45.9

12.7

66

IPA_water

260_40

11.34

0.4088769

19/6/2012

GDS1120

0.1258

0.147767

TKK

45.9

18.6

94

IPA_water

360_40

16

0.4089349

19/6/2012

JM_165

0.166333

0.1669

TKK

45.9

0

66

IPA

114

11.34

19/6/2012

C2

TKK

45.9

11.8

66

IPA_water

260_40

11.34

0.3686021
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APPENDIX A3: EX-SITU RESULTS- SEM IMAGING

Figure A3.1: Toray H-060

Figure A3.2: Toray H-120
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Figure A3.3: SGL 10BC

Figure A3.4: SGL 24BA
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Figure A3.5: SGL 24BC

Figure A3.6: SGL 25BA
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Figure A3.7: SGL 34BC

Figure A3.8: SGL 34DC
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Figure A3.9: SGL 35BA

Figure A3.10: SGL 35BC
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Figure A3.11: LT1200N

Figure A3.12: LT1200W
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Figure A3.13: P50

Figure A3.14: P50T
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Figure A3.15: P75

Figure A3.16: P75T
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Figure A3.17: GDS 1120

Figure A3.18: Tenax TCC 2660
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Figure A3.19: Freudenberg C2

Figure A3.20: Freudenberg C4
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Figure A3.21: Freudenberg C6

Figure A3.22: Freudenberg C8
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APPENDIX A5: EFFECT OF CLAMPING PRESSURE ON OHMIC
RESISTANCE AND COMPRESSION OF GAS DIFFUSION LAYERS
FOR POLYMER ELECTROLYTE FUEL CELLS – published paper
Find paper: Mason TJ, Millichamp J, Neville TP, El-kharouf A, Pollet BG, Brett DJL.
Effect of clamping pressure on ohmic resistance and compression of gas diffusion
layers for polymer electrolyte fuel cells. J Power Sources 2012;219:52–9.
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